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• by RALPH RESCHKI~ ~ ' " /'. Westar Timber will be hiring four 
Herald StaflWriter studanta to continue wlth.last years 
TERRACE- -  The federal silviculture work on demonstration 
government's employ~eht~ and .. forestsl on their tree farm licence 
immigration ministry has approved . located approximately eight and a 
• the spending of $242,700 to create 133 .half kilometms from Terrace on the 
summer jobs for students in the West Kalum Road. 
Skeena constituency "area.' . . . . . . . . . . . . .  will be doing some brush 
A total of 26 projects, received clearing to ensure that second 
approval, with 16 of them occurring 
locally, making available 55 jobs for 
unemployed area students. 
TO [his date, a total of $1,042,70o 
has beenspent on developing 78 
projects in the Skeena riding, sad 
the latest approvals are the last ones 
slated for the Summer Canada 
"employment program for this area. 
growth of coniferous trees will take 
hold .~ As well; students will he doing 
. inventory gathering for the 
ministries of forestry and fish and 
:wildlife. , , 
Westsr Timber will 'be hiring a 
total of 56 summer students his year 
to work on silviculture projects on 
their demonstration forest seetion~ 
i 
, •.  } i •'' • ". ;.• . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , 
• The Kitt[mat-Stikine Regional i !~The regionsl district's project is 
Dlstrlet Will also have four students .iworth $10,728 and will employ the 
w0r~ .with the office over the ~four students for 13.5,wecks. 
: L ' S~er  mopths. ' one student will-::!; ..-'.Claque Mountain, a popular hiking 
• ~:~Working" with the:: regional  :ax~ea in Kitimat; wilI~r~eive"some 
district's economic development ~ Work on it's hiking trails and path- 
Commission to study possible .~.ways. Cathy Landry, of the Kitimat 
• economic alternatives for the ~rea ,r~reatton department, said that 
both in the wood industry and:~ trails are beginning .to deteriorate 
other areas as wel l . .  , and work is required to shore .up 
, One  of t]iesuggsstiens for study is material that is eroding away. 
the possibility of mining in this area I~ , ; P.dry also mentioned that ~wurk 
with portablemining, equipment. ~ will be done on the cabin that is 
'' The t~ee other, students Will be used by hikers for sleeping over- 
worklngin Kitimat, at the M.K. Bay, night. 
Marina, manning an access gate to '!'Three summer students will be 
the facility and various other jobs .~vorking on that projectfor a length 
around marina. ' ' " of eight week s. CostoftheproJectis 
$5,253. " • 
The Terrace Women's Resource 
Center has also received approval 
for a project hat enables the center 
to hire two female studants, one of 
which will work on fund raising 
projects and the other one will 
assemble a resource library of the 
matrial che center ~has at.  its 
disposal. - :  • 
The women's center is renovating 
the basement in: the building it 
. presently occupies to make room for 
a public meeting room, and to 
provide more office space. 
As well, the center will be 
student will have to approach 
community groups and service clubs 
to raise funds for renovations and 
expansion. 
"Also, the center will be .needing 
furnishings for the basement area, 
once it's completed/ 
The second student will be at- 
tempting to gather together all the 
reading and study material the 
resource center has to assemble it
intoa library for use by clients of the 
center's ervices. 
If you're a summer student in the 
area and looking for work, contact 
Henry Leong at  the Student Era- 
changing its heating system from oil pl0yment Center, 635.7135, or Shirley 
heat to ga's heat, :and the hired Kimery, at,635.2243. 
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Alcan Kitimat Works 
Thornhl l l  volunteer f i remen responded to an eme'gency at 
the Terrace weigh scales, Tuesday morning, when a t ruck 
carry ing s i lver concentrate began releasing toxic fumes 
from the t ra i ler  units. Apparent ly ,  the cargo, sti l l  hot  from 
the processing p lant  af Equ i ty  Mines In Houston, had caused 
hydraul ic  oil to begin smoking and ass  result of the heat, the.  
hydraul ic  lines that open and close the lids to the t ra i le rs  
were burnt through. BC Hydro responded with a crane to 
raise the tops of the t ra i lers  and the Thornhi l l  f i remen ap .  
plied a cooling spray Of water to the hot  s i lver ore. A 
drainage cu lvert  had to be blocked off to prevent the water 
from contaminat ing.the Skeena River, 
Iraq plans oil terminal destruction 
to  act as a mediator in the gulf 
conflict~ 
Syria and Libya are the only Arab 
countries that back Iran. , 
At  the UN,, the 15-member 
~ Security COuncil agreed to a request 
by six gulf states to hold an urgent 
n~eeting on the crisis Friday when 
the foreign ministers from some of 
those states are expected in New 
York. 
ATTACK 20 SHIPS 
At least 20 ships have been 
damaged by attacks in the gulf since 
January, including flveoil tankers 
from Kuwait and Saudi Arabia hit  
during the last month. Kuwait, Saudi 
Arabia and the Unitd States blame 
Iron for the attacks, although 
Tehran has denied responsibility. 
In Saudi Arabia, Fahd received 
U.S. envoy Richard MurPhy on 
Tuesday, and there are reports 
Washington has offered protection 
for shipping threatened by Iranian 
and Iraqi air raids. 
The official Saudi press agency 
reported that the king met with 
Murphy, but did not elaborate. 
Murphy, assistant state secretary 
for  Middle East affairs, was 
reported to have brought a letter to 
Fahd offering help if the lrsn.Iraq 
war threatened toclose the gulf to 
shipping. " 
Officials in Washington said the 
offer was made conditional on the 
gulf countries opening their airfields 
to American aircraft. President 
Reagan has vowed to keep open gulf 
sea lanes, through which 20 per cent 
KITIMAT-- Alton's ~ Kit imat 
Works plans to ho!d an Open House 
this summer, to mark .  the 
ce]ebratinn of the company's 30th 
birthday in Kitimat, said a 
spokesman in Alcan's public 
relations office. 
Hans Larson explained that the 
company is celebrating 30 years in 
K~timat and Kemano and will open 
it's doors to visitors on Sunday, Aug. 
4, from 10 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. 
"Visitors Will be issued with a map 
of the plant, high-lighting various 
areas of the operation that they can 
plans. Open House 
HeraldStaffWriter since the last Open House in 1979. 
'~One of the main atiraetions will 
be the new anode paste plant," 
Larson said, "and some of our dew 
shop facilities, a portion of the 
laboratory, the crane transfer 
building, new equipment in the 
reduction and casting department, 
and the 'dry anode technology in the 
pstrooms." 
Larson said that although Visitors 
will he" kept away from areas that 
are dangerous, people should dress 
for an industrial situation, and good 
walking sheesare a must, he adds. 
People with pacemakers should 
Iraqi President Saddam Hussein 
said today his country will intensify 
the sea blockade impos~ on Iran's 
Kharg Island oil terminal and soon 
will be capable of destroying the 
Persian Gidf port complex itself. 
"The days are near when we will 
possess' weapons Capable of 
demolishing Kharg Island itself" 
and not just ships loading at the oil 
terrqinal, about 125 nautical miles 
southeast of Iraq, Hussein said. 
Russein, speaking at a ceremony 
to decorate a group Of Iraqi Officers 
for performance in the 42-month war 
with Iron, also referred, to the 
possibility of U.S. intervention "to 
assist our Arab brethren in con- 
fronting Iran"hin the wake of recent 
air attacks on commercial ships in 
the gulf . . 
"I say the Arabs do not need such 
a help," he said. "Their capabilities 
are enough to destroy the aggressive 
heads and chop off the hands., 
Meanwhile, Arab diplomats in 
Damascus said Syrian President 
Hafez Assad was sending two top 
officials to Tehrun today to try to 
persuade Iron to stop its attacks 
against gulf shipping and begin 
peace talks with Iraq. 
Syrian officials confirmed that 
Vice-President A. H. Khaddam and 
Foreign Minister Farouk al-Sharaa 
will go to Iron but declined further 
comment. 
The diplomats said $audi Arabia's 
King Fahd, in an urgent message 
delivered to Assad on Tuesday, 
asked Syria to intervene. They "said 
it is the first time Syrta~hed agreed 
visR. Buses will be running, consult with their physicians before 
throughou! i the..o~n iHouse and making any plans to vtst the plant, 
peopm wm ee ame m vmlt areas as ~ due to the "field' of magnetism 
long or as briefly-as they like," said surrounding the potrooms and the ~ 
Larson. " " , rtetifier building. 
~. He places spt~c.i~, mph~,o.n .the .: .,~The Inst:~h~ .House in :j979,, at- 
hop ana stop ze~ture,,w~ mpn enables tract'~d "~,~f~'*~J i i t '~  and offkd'aJS ~ 
people to visit a reas  they're in- are counting On at'least as•many or 
terested in and skip areas~ they're more to turn out for this event." 
not interested t0"see. '~ ~.. Larson added that events uch as 
High tecbnol0gy in  industry is this are usually held every four 
what Alca n wants td show off 'this years, but with the 30thanniversary 
year. Visitors :to the pldnt:will be being held this year, the company 
shown all the latest echnology the decided to wait one more year and 
company has added to the 'plant hold the two activities together. 
Deaths  in crease 
BEIRUT (AP) ' - -  Police said 
today two l~eople were killed and 
ni/~e wounded in nightlong battles 
with mortars, rocket-propelled 
grenades and machine-guns on 
Beirut's outhern outskirts, ending a 
four-day Inll in the civil war. 
The coalition cabinet convened for 
' ' " . , r 2¥z hours at President Amin  
of the non-Communist world's oil is threatened todisrupt all'navigation Gemayel's summer residence 
northeast of Beirut to discuss the 
transported, in the gulf unless Iraq stops a t -  latest ceasefire lireakdown. 
Arab diplomatic sources in tacking ships loading ~ at Iranian 
Bahrain said neither Saudi Arabia ports. ~ . Thecabinet discussed a "program 
nor any other gulf state is prepared Iraq has acfnowledged hitting of arrangements required to bring 
to ask for U.S. help against Iron, for ships in its self-declared" blockade about a durable peace," Prin/e • 
' fear of furthdr " zone around Iran's gulf ports, but • Minister Rashid Karami Said a f te r  
ir attacks. • has not been criticized for an~' in. the meeting: "We shall cuntinue this 
Reagan told a news conference terference in neutral states' sh ip  diScussion: shortly and  then :an- 
. tounce the new security plan. . . .  Tuesday night in Washington the ping. .  
United States tands ready to piay a Earlier Tuesday,. Fahd •said he ~The fighting, Which tapered off at 
role "if they ask us for help." was mobilizing Saudi:defence forces daybreak,. ' pitted i pro-christian 
Asked about likelihood of against he ~ssibility of continued Lebanese army traits against Shire 
American troops becoming involved Iranian air a t tacks .  , Moslem and iDruse militiamen in 
in a shooting war in the region, Theactioncame after•Kuwait and suburbs outh of the Capital, said 
Reagan said: " I  think very slight Saudi Arabia announced Monday police. : := " ; 
and I can't foresee that happening, that they are stepping up protective : ' 
We have dot volunteered, to in- military activities in the region. ~ The police casualty report listed 
tervene and we have not been asked. The gulf co.ordinating countries of the two dead as civilians but did not 
So far it seems the gulf states want Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, the United specify whether the wounded were 
to take care of that themselves." • Arab Emirates~ Bahrain, Qatar and combatants or bystanders. 
Since the recent tanker attacks,. Oman sent fbreign office and The • fighting coincided with 
Arab countries have been trying to defence officials to Riyadh on reports that the cabinet was con- 
increase pressure on Iran to leave Monday to discuss charting a'"new sidering a new security plan to form " 
neutral ships alone. Iron has sea lane" for oil tankers, a "crack force" of unbiased army 
Duarte's appeal accepted 
replacing a key Salvadoran official 
who has been linked to right-wing 
death squads. 
Senator Nancy Landen 
Kassebaum (R~Kan.) and three 
members of the House said Duarte 
told congressmen hewill not retain 
COl. Nicolas Carranza s chief of the 
Treasury Police. Representative 
Bill Richardson (D-N.M.) said in. 
telligence reports how Carranza is 
believed to have been involved in 
WASHINGTON (AP) -- An appeal enough people in the House," O'Neill 
to Congress by Salvadoran told reporters. "I think the votes are 
president-elect Jose Napoleon here• overwhelmingly, despite my 
Duarte is brightening the prospect oppositien." 
that congressmen will approve O'Neill said he expects the 
emergency military aid for his war- Democrat-controlled House to vote 
ravaged contral American country, this week on the Reagan ad- 
President Reagan, congressional minintrati0n's Salvadoran aid 
leaders and the newly elected package. 
Salvadoran official indicated The Republican-dominated 
Duarte's stint of more than 10 hours Senate, which has already approved 
on Capitol Hill on Tuesday appeared the funds but must act again, would 
formation of the death squads in 
1980. 
Asked about the reports, Duarte 
did not mention Carranza by name, 
but said he had told congressmen 
"that I have asked for the change of 
one of the members" of the top 
ranks of Salvadoran officialdom. , 
Duarte will be inaugurated June ! 
as El Salvador's first elected 
civilian president in 50 years. 
Reagan reiterated at his news 
conference that he has no'plans to 
send U.S. troops to Central America. 
",  tO be bearing fruit, probably move quickly in an effort 
L "I have great hopes that after to send the measure to Reagan's 
WHY BUY NEW? ' President Duarte's visit here and desk before the Memorial .Day 
WHEN USEDWILL  DO! meeting with as many in the recess begins Friday. 
COngress as he did that here Is some 
DoyoowantpartstoilxUpyourcarbutyourbudget reason for optimism," Reagan said Duarte told reporters: "I have 
. won't'allow It? Beat the high'cost of ne w parts with in a nationally televised news faith that the people of your country 
: quality used parts from ' / LSA #A'\  GE  conference Tuesday night. ' understand the dreams .that the 
KS ,B AUT0' Thomas ,DM..,. L ~ r ~ i ~ Spearer of the House of the COngress will approve th~ aid." 
• Representatives, made a similar, During a round of seven separate 
635-2333 o, 635-9095 assessment from his perspective as meetings with members of the 
an opponent of Reagan's Central House and Senate, which began at 
3690 Duhan (iustoffHwy. I~ E) American policies. 8:30 a.m. and extended past 6:30 
, t , - " l  think he (Dusrte) has sold p.m., Duarte disclosed that he is 
units to separate warring forces in 
Beirut. 
Administration sources said the 
On)posed unit would be made up of 
6,000 men in three brigades - -  one 
for Christian East Beirut, one for the 
mostly Moslem western sector, and 
one'  for  the demarcation line 
separating the two areas: 
Under the plan, once the 
deployment is completed, all 
crossings between East and West 
Beirut would reopen, as well as the 
airport and port, the sources aid. 
Approval of the plan would require 
a government agreement on 
restructuring the command of the 
Lebanese army to create a balance 
between Moslems and Christians 
and name a replacement for current 
commander Gen. Ibrahim Tannous, 
the sources Said. 
Sh i i to  and Druse leaders blame:~ 
Tunnous for the army shelling of.': 
West Beirut, the Sbiite suburbs and 
the Druso mountain towns east of 
the capital last September and 
February. 
The sources aid the replacement 
of Tannous and the enforcement of
the security plan would be top 
government priorities once the new 
cabinet under Karami wins a vote of. 
confidence in parliament. 
Elaborate security arrangements. 
were being discussed for holding a :  
parliament session in central Beirut 
to debate and vote on a policy 
statement by the Syrian.backed 
prime minister's half-Christian, 
half-Moslem cabinet. 
Parliament speaker Kamel Asead 
and police commanders were 
seeking assurances from various 
militia leaders to observe a 
ceascfire around parliament 
headquarters at the museum 
crossing, the only open gateway 
between East and West Beirut, 
stated radio and newspaper reports. 
They predicted the session would be 
held next week. 
SUGGESTS ARRANGEMENTS 
Karami was quoted by the leftist 
Beirut newspaper As-Safir as saying 
his government was prepared to 
offer security arrangements to 
Israel provided it turns over oc. 
cupied southern Lebanon to the 
Lebanese government rather than to 
Israeli-backed militias. 
The prime minister did not 
elaborate on the kind of security 
arrangements that would be offered 
to induce an Israeli withdrawal, As- 
Safir reported. 
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Axworthy establ,sh' ' e 'ewS n rules,for airlines 
i • :' . . . .  ' , . . .  "~ ,' . . . .  . 
Transport Minister " Lloyd. Air Canada had suggested. . Axworthy,, meanwhile, has enjoying the same robust rate o f " "  :"In Canada, :we seek to •promote 
sharply" Criticized a rep0('t by the growth as that prevailing south of continued ec0n0mlc gr0wth at a 
pace co~aletent:~ with the control of Canadian :Transport : Commission theborder, : 
whtch ~ says"there tsno  need 'to ~?lt is sometimes said Canada can Inflation :and the'4owest ~ possible 
• have. substantially lower, interest rdtesi'~'! he sa id .  
Axworthy has established a whole . The anoouncemer~t that Jeanniot •
new ballgame for •the airline in - :  hmi: been promoted to  pr~ebldent" 
dustry with his proposed blueprint from executlve vice-president 0f the 
for' partial deregulation but Air airline camelater inthe da~': Claude 
Canada will have no problem Taylor, who Jeannint replaced, 
playing by the rules, says the Crown 
corporation's newly-appointed 
president. 
Pierre Jeanniot, in Toronto 
Tuesday to address a joint luncheon 
of the German.Canadian Business 
and  Professional Association and 
the Swiss-Canadiun Chamber of 
Commerce told reporters he is 
confident the industry will adapt o 
the new regulations. 
However, Jeanniot said the 
minister went too far on route 
deregulation, but, in terms of fares, 
the new rules are in line with wh~t 
takes the chairman's seat. 
Axworthy's guidelines, which will 
go ah~d despite more conservative 
recommendations f rom the 
Canadian Transport Commission, 
would allow carriers within two 
years to price fares as low as they 
want without seeking approval from 
the commission. Airlines would also 
be permitted to apply to fly 
whatever routes they ,want in 
southern Canada, using whatever 
type of aircraft hey prefer, and as 
often as they wish. 
deregulate railways: as :  has been 
done in the United States. • homemade interest .rates," Roy 
In a letter to Jean Marchand,  MacLaren said in the text .of a 
transportcommisst0nchairmanahd ' speech to. a group of American 
former Liberal cabinet minister, bankers that was released in 
Axworthy. sai~ the three,wesk-old . Ottawa. 
report didn't provlde the detailed But the view ignores the reality of 
informatinn 'needed to decide 
Toxic shock syndrome increases 
VANCOUVER" (CP) The. "' Why is It that women who use 0ral symptoms - -  high fever, dizziness, shock-assoeiated bacteria behaved 
number of reported cases of toxic contraceptives are somehow nausea, severe drop in  "blood 
shock syndrome has risen in Canada protected 'from contracting the pressure and skin rash--can also be 
in recent years but a Vancouver •syndrome. exhibited in a variety of other 
physician who has studied the And why do some patients con- illnesses. 
ailment believes the known cases tract the illness while in hospital? , "A person can display the'syrnp- 
are merely "the tip of the iceberg." "R!ght now there are a lot of toms that are very suggestive of 
The illness, which made headiines missing links," says Chow.• "It's toxic shock, but there is still no 
a few years ago as a tampon-related certainly', not disappearing even. definitive test.  • • 
killer, has continued to increase though the media interest seems to "We have a blood test to tell us if 
even though there has been a drop in have waned substantially." we have diabetes, we have a blood 
the' sale of tampons, says Dr. In 1980 toxic Shock syndrome test hat tells us if we have a thyroid 
Anthony Chow, who has completed a received worldwide attention as an disease or gonorrhea or something 
study of 30 Vancouver patients who illness related to tampen-use that . else. We don't have a test hat. is 
developed the.condition between 1980 ' stt~uck and killed without warning. ' simple and reliable that tells'as that 
and 1983. Soon after, hundreds of lawsuits . someone has toxic shock and not 
- were filed by victims or survivors of something else." 
The report says toxic shock the syndrome against the Chow says available figures how 
syndrome can affect members of manufacturers of super-abserbent he syndrome ison the increase, but 
either sex and that problems in tampons linked to the ailment, that might be because more cases 
diagnosing it are considerable. While the media hype rfiay have. are being reported to Ottawa's 
Chow, who heads' the division of disappeared, the mystery has not. Laberatery.for Disoase Control as a 
infectiousdioeasos at the University ~ Researchers have known for some ' result of increased awareness of the 
of British Columbia ndVanenuver time that the syndrome is not illness. 
General Hospital, led the team that limited to menstruating women. NOT ALL KNOWN 
studied the 30 individuals afflicted • In Chow's tudy, half of the cases . "But still, not all.cases are being 
with the elusive syndrome --  two were related to menstruation. But reported. I feel that what we hitve is 
ofwhom died. Still, even after among the other Cases, three in -  just the tip of the iceberg?' r ~. 
months of examination, Chow seems volved men and one was a newborn. In earlier esoareh in which Chow 
to have more questions than an- Ten of the cases were acquired in was involved, strains of the bac- 
whether Canada should cOpy the 
sweeping•, deregulation given 
American railways through the 1980 
Staggers Act. : 
In another development Tuesday 
the federal minister of state for 
finance said,Canada h s littlechoice 
but to follow the rise in U.S. interest 
rates even' though it has not been 
Canada's open market, which 
means Investors can quickly shift 
their money south of the border to 
take advantage of higher interest 
rates there, he said. 
NO SERIOUS FLA W 
Tracing the, Canadian dollar's 
current weakness to U.S. interest 
• rates, MacLaren  argued the 
currency's downward rift does not 
ref lect afiy fundamental f aw in 
Canada's economic performance. 
Inflation is down, productivity is
up, labor costs have moderated and 
the country's trade performance 
Continues to show near-record 
differently ' from ~ ' most strength, he' told the Pennsylvania 
staphylococcus strains in the' way Bankers Association. 
they destroyed,blood ceils in the MacLaren repeated that the 
laboratory. ;,. • :.' federal government and the Bank of 
"There~ has. been a definite Canado will continue to resist sharp 
association made between the toxin downward movements in the value 
(believed to be caused bythe bac- of the dollar and to moderate in- 
teria) an.d.th6 illness,', says Chow. tereK rate movements. 
"But precisely '~.vhether the toxin is 
the cause of It hasnot been ~ieter-' 
mined." . 
swers .  
RELATION UNCLEAR 
There is clearly an association 
between tampon use and the in- 
cidence of toxic shock, says Chow, 
but what is that relationship? 
DEVELOP TEST . . . . .  
ChOW iS attemp[ing todevelop a
more Specific test - -  to measure the 
toxin in the body, rather ~an .the 
lab. . . . . .  
"We don't have a specific means 
of removing the toxin or neutralizing 
the toxin that's already, been for- 
reed. but that will not be feasible 
until weare certain that that toxin Is 
causing problems and  . know handshake from a Quebec City 
something about how it causes the_ acquaintance. There are no other 
symptoms." signs of recognition for a man who 
says he's rurming third in the race to 
The present form of  treatment is replace Prime Minister Trudeau as 
not Very exact, says Chow, because leader of the Liberal party. 
doctors till don' tknow what they're It's been another gruelling 
up aga ins t . ,  weekendfor the 50-year-old Roberts~ 
urn.:" 
"From a policy standpoint -- 
while the sprinter's ~ accderation is
appealing - -  the long distance 
runner's more sustainable pace is a 
surer bet?' 
In other bminess newp Tuesday: 
-- The federal government's con- 
trnVersinl restraints oh shoe imports 
Will be extended for 16 months past 
their scheduled expiry date of Nov. 
30, International Trade Minister 
Gerald Regan said. In addition, the 
government will ask the Anti- 
dumping Trihunal to investigate he 
Canadian footwear industry and 
determine whether further quotas 
are necessary, Rogan told a newi 
conference, 
- -  Two more major chartered 
.banks anununeed hikes in their 
mortgage rates to match increases 
announced by three other banks last 
week. The Royal Bank Of Canada 
announced immediate mortgage 
rate increases of one-half a per. 
centage point for terms of one to four 
years while the five-year ate goes 
up a quarter of a point. The Bank of 
Nova Scotia announced identical 
increases effective today. 
Smoking 
Roberts weary 
QUEBEC (CP)" I t ' s  9:30 a.m. at 
the airport as Employment Minister 
John Roberts lugs his suit bag and 
.bulky briefcase into the cafeteria', 
all but unnoticed by a handful of 
airport workers and travellers 
waiting for flights. 
Outside the terminal, it's grey and 
cold. Inside, Roberts gets one 
hospital, terium known -~/s staphylococcus .. ' His voice is strained, some of his 
DIAGNOSIS HARD • aurous were taken from toxtcshock ' Patients with toxic shock syn- pre-campaign paunch is melting 
On, of the main problems facing syndrome patients/and compared drome are 'normally treated with away and he rubs sleep from his 
researchers, says Chow, iS that with strains taken from patients .antibtotics and given large quart- eyes as he glancos through aToronto 
there is no clear method of without he illness. : i " . titles of fluids' becadse "their main newspaper to catch up on 
diagnosing the condition.The elastic Researchers found the toxic problem is fluid depletion, developments in the campaign. 
Roberts denies the weekend has 
~ been another disappointment i  his 
~ .  leadership bid that has almost 
• 'esnstahtly been overshadowed by  
the duel between front-runner John 
' Turner and his closest rival, Energy 
• ~ Minister Jean Chretien. 
• i. ' • ~ATTENT iON SCANT 
• But a short time earlier jn 
~ .~ ~, ~t~diapldylnhis4hdme~baseWhenKe 
.?: ~vei]ed" tle~iltd' '~policie~ fdr 
wolnen, his second key target after 
youth in the quest for delegates to 
the June 13-16 leadership convention 
in Ottawa. 
For a few moments he next day in 
Montreal, Robe~'ts managed to still 
the .under'current of chatter that 
plagued the other members of the 
leadership pack - -Agr icu l ture  
Minister Eugene Whelan, Economic 
Development Minister Don John- 
ston,  Justice Minister Mark 
MaeGulgan and Indian Affairs 
Minister John Munro - -  with a low- 
key but impassioned appebl to 
bridge the "two solitudes" of men 
and women. 
"The play was great, the acting 
was terrific, but {he audience was 
terrible," Roberts ruefully told 
reporters after ChreUen-Turner 
theatrics in the meeting room stole ~ 
the show at the third of five policy 
rallies leading up to the convention. 
Then in Quebec, as he wooed a 
handful of local delegates with a 
white wine reception at a.suhurban 
hotel, som e of the frustrations with 
what he later called the media's 
"exaltation" ofTurner spilled out in 
a rare personal attack on the front- 
runner. 
WANTS 'STATUS' 
Turner, former finance minister 
under Trudean, is seeking the prime 
minister's job solely "for the social 
status," Roberts charged. 
. "There's nothing to .  Turner's 
dream of Canada except thaL he 
• wants the title, the social status," he 
added. 
Heading back to'Ottawa, Roberts 
was slightly apologetic, but didn't 
back down. 
"Maybe that was un jus t . . ,  but causes lung disease 
• disease, just as it is to cancer and 
coronary heart disease; severe 
emphysema would be rare were it 
not for cigarette smoking," Keep 
said in a preface to the SIS-page 
report. 
smoking parents have a higher 
prevalence ofrespiratory s mptoms 
and more frequent bouts of bron- 
chitis and pneumonia early in life. In 
addition, they have measurable if
small differences in lung function 
when compared with children of 
non-smoking parents, although the 
long-term effects Of this aren't 
known. 
"The only really significant new 
information we can find in the report 
is a chapter on environmental 
tobacco smoke," said William 
Tuohey, a spokesman for The 
Tobacco Institute, the trade group 
representing cigarette makers in the 
United States. 
"Open-minded readers will 
discover that health claims by anti- 
smokers about environmental 
tobacco smoke remain unproven." 
'INSUFFICIENT' FACTS ' ' 
"The surgeon general's opinion 
regarding chronic obstructive lung 
disease Is scarcely news," Teohey 
added. "it's the same opinion ex- 
/pressed 20 years ago in the first 
report. We still do not share the 
HERMAN" opinion shouldbe backed up with facts. In this. case, the facts are 
insufficient. Research as to provide 
them." 
'"Cigarette smoking is causally 
related to chronic obstructive lung 
Report questioned 
TORONTO (CP) -- A Concordia 
University study "which found most 
women do not suffer• serious 
psychological problems after having 
an abortion has been criticized for 
being too limited. 
Laura Me,arthur, president of the 
Right (o Life Association of Toronto, 
said the Montreal study should have 
examined abortion patients at least 
two years after their operation, 
instead of four months later. 
"Immediate r sults don't mean an 
awful lot," MeArthur said in an 
interview Tuesday. 
She said that, based on other 
studies he has read and women she 
has spoken "to, she believes most 
women regret~eir decision to have 
surgeon general's opinion on this an ab~rtinn years later. 
subject, recognizing that it is based The $70,000 Concordia study, 
on a great deal of conjecture. An financed by the federal Department 
Turner hasn't gotten across the 
sense of the man or a sense of 
purpose. If he  has a • positive 
determination to do something, why 
doesn't he say it? 
"It appears to mehe is more in. 
terested inthe status of the job than 
what he wants to do with the power 
that goes with it." 
Roberts insists that Liberal 
candidates must "define a sense of 
the future andhow we are going to 
respond to it" or the party "will be in 
peril" against the Conservatives 
under Brian Mulreney in the general 
election that could come as early as 
WASHINGTON (AP) - -  Cigarette' 
smoking is the primary cause of 
chronic, obstructive lung disease, 
• including bronchitis and em- 
physema, the U.S. surgeon general 
said today in his report on smoking. 
In The Consequences of Smoking: 
Chronic Obstructive ,Lung Disease, 
Surgeon General C. Everett Koop 
blamed cigarette smoking for up to 
90 per cent of the 60,000 deaths 
associated with obstructive lung 
disease in 1983. 
By comparison, 170,000 heart 
disease deaths and 130,000 cancer 
deaths are attributable to smoking. 
The report also examined the 
evidence on tobacco smoke in the 
environment on non-smokers. It 
concluded that although clinical 
studies have suggested a relation- 
ship between smoking and the lung 
diseases, allergies and asthma, the 
evidence isn't definitive and more 
research is needed. 
CAUSE EVE IRRITATION 
The study said cigarette smoking 
can contribute significantly to in. 
door air pollution end increase ye 
irritation. It cited some evidence 
that smoke xposure produces small 
changes in the lung function. 
The report said children of 
of Health arid Welfare's family 
planning division, compared 680 
women who had abortions with 86 
women who continued their 
pregnancies. 
"The predominant feeling Of the 
Women after the abortion was not 
sadness, guilt; et cetera," said Dr. 
Charlene Berger, a psychologtst who 
headed the study. 
Norma Scarberongh, president of 
the Canadian Abortion Right Action 
League, said the study upholds the 
pro.choice movement's belief that 
individual Women ~ know which 
choices are best foi" them. 
The two.yeai" study --  whl~ ran 
between 1977 and 1979 - -  examined 
.. women ranging in age from 14 to. 44 
during their first three months of 
pregnancy and one month after the 
abortion or birth." . . . .  ' 
August. 
CUT SPENDING 
Roberts has been" calling during 
the leadership campaign for less 
personal sponding and greater in- 
vestment by Canadians of their 
savings in  economic development. 
He has also released a Se~'les of 
general policy statements since the 
campaign began On tighter controls 
over federal spending on ~ post- 
secondary education, on improved 
retraining plans, a grsater role for 
Western Canada, assistance to 
young farmers and the need for 
water and soil const~,atiolt.! 
~ber ts  s~ti~i~ ting,!~imself 
ou~of theracedespite aH the~day-to- 
de3; frustrations and difficulties in 
~lrumming Up campaign funding. 
A survey by The Canadian•Press 
during the five weeks o f  delegate 
• selection indicates none o f  the 
candidates trailing Turner and 
Chretien has more than about 70 
committed elegates. 
But Roberts and his organizers 
claim they have• "well over 200." 
YOUTH A FACTOR 
• He estimates that about one.third 
of his current strength comes from 
youth delegates. About a third of the 
elected elegates will be less than 25 
years old and Roberts has 
surrounded himself with executive 
and former executive members of 
the party's youth wing. 
Roberts says he's doing best in 
Toronto, where he holds the riding of 
St. Paul's and operates as the 
region'~ political minister. 
He says he also has strength in 
sohrn' oom ewan, 
where party youth wing" president 
Bruce Ogilvie is a key organizer, 
Nova Scotia, "some in southern New 
Brunswick and some in Alberta." 
Heading into the final phase of the 
race, he admits fund-raising has 
become "tough," althour aeds: "1 
xpect we'll have enough money to 
run a bare-bones campaign." 
At the outset, Roberts complained 
the loudest when the party was 
discussing the possibility of capping 
campaign spending at $1.6 million. 
He estimated in March he would 
be able to raise between f~)00,000 and 
$750,000 but now says his 
organization is setting its sights on 
spending "just under  $500,000," 
.probably d third of that at the 
convention itself. • 
t-- 
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.,+ "You sti!! .hav!ng .trouble sleep!ngT,, 
. . . .  , ,- , ' . The Herald, Wednesday, May 23, 1994, Page a 
. . . . . . . . .  an-  su--cKe s . . . . .  ' ~ " ~ " . . . . .  " ' '  n 'c  o snnners  ? r ; 
,, -;,~:VANC~OUVER (CPi-'Neemany countries' ~eve  that - Hugh Stov'ens, the couneil'sln.rna.onal president and "When thefacts are .known, even.~e labor unions ~ tions remain in place even thongh the auto industries in 
. ' - :mey:don't set up trade•barriers, theyl will Suffer by  chairmunof Canada Wlreand Cable Ltd. of Toronto, said ' be fighting to keep markets open ann zree traue hewing." beth countries have had profitable years. 
losing jobs, speakers told the Pacifie Basin Economic trade ministers report "they receive requests by firms 
Council's annual general meeting Tuesday.• and industries for protectionist actions more often than JAPAN LEADS 
It's called the ,'sinners and suekern syndrome." for trade liberalization measures." Japan,• whose economy depends heavily on exports, 
leads the .battle for free trade policies. 
bC~a~tries believe that if they don't "sin" b.y putting,up IMPORTANT ISSUE ' ' ' - ,To ensure harmonious development of the (Pacific 
rners to protect heir industries, they will end up as . . . . . . . .  
the "suckers" in a world-wide conomy where most He calledfree trade the Sec0nd-most important issue ResinY region, it is vital that .we work to roll back 
countries uccumb to domestie pressm;es to 'restrict facing the world economy - -  following only the potential protectionism and bolster the free trade system, so that 
imports in order to protect,jobs, crisis ereated by.debt-ridden, less developed countries, all countries reap the full rewards," said Nobuhiko 
But the meeting of influential businessmen from 12 Stevens urged governments to stick by the trade ' Ushiba, Japan's former external affairs minister. 
policies et out in the General Agreement on Tariffs and Ushiba' noted that even though protectionist trade 
Pacific Rim countries including'Australia, J pan, the Trade. Hesaid not only is it the world.economy's best policies are universally denounced as economically 
United States and Canada went against he trend with interests but it is also in the country's long-term interest, unsound countries continue to implement them. 
repeated calls for free trade policies. * "The council should clearly indicate that it supports 
"All governments must bear in mind that when we the GATT," said Stevens, "adding that it should' ira- " "Even though America is on the crest of a strong protect uncompetitive industries or ,try to give an ar- . 
tiflcal edge to our own firms, we damage the in- plement the changes to the GATT negotiated in Tokyo recovery, industries whose • international' com- 
ternational trade and payments system on which we all and suppor.ta'new.round of talks on unresolved issues, petitiveness has been undermined by the over-valued 
depend," Allan MacEachen, Canada's External Affairs "The basic thrust should be to reinforce market forces dollar have t~ken advantage of the presidential e ection 
as the basic resource'allecatian mechanism," he said. year to urge the U.S. "government to erect trade 
Minister, told the delegates.at the second ay of the four- Tony Albrecht, deputy assistant secretary of state for barriers," Ushiba said. 
Say'reacting. East Asian and Pacific affairs in the United States, sa id  He criiicized, though he did not name, Countr!es lik~ 
But, in an interview, MacEachen defended canada's the council's trong stand•in favor of free trade will he lp  
decision toimposoimpertrestrietionson Japanese-built the U,S, 'administration hold ~out against ealis for .the U,S, and Canada which have violated or bypassed . r'er ace 
cars saying that the government was forced ~ impose protectionist policies. • ,, • GATT regulations. ' " 
the protectionist policy because the United •States had "We have to fight the domestic political struggle to ' Both countries negotiated' what they call voluntary 
imposed similar estrictions and "we had to justify it to keepthose markets open," said Albrecht, adding that the restrictions with Japanese auto manufacturers to limit 
autoworkers in eastern Canada."' private sectormusttakeanact iverole,  the numberofvehiclesbeingimperted. T h o s e r e s t r i c - r e - r e s e - ' e  mu 
Quebec s budget called empty 
QUEBEC (CP) - -  Tolls on Quebec highways will be 
phased out by 1965 and smokers will pay more for 
cigarettes tarting today.'But .most Quebeeers •were 
unaffected by the budget presented by Finance Minister 
Jacques Parizeau on Tuesday. .  • 
Admitting that his $25.64 billion budget for  1964-85 
contains "no spectacular changes'~ ' and despite pleas 
from the business community to reduce'Quebec's deficit, 
Pariseau said he didn't want to tinker with thd econod~y 
"because we're already on the right path to' recovery." 
He added he didn't introduce drastie deficit-cutting 
measures because they could threate~ that recovery. 
The ~oppositinn Liberals, business and labor were 
unimpressed with the budget, calling it "empty.'" 
Next year's deficit is expected to reach $3.175 billion, 
up slightly from its current level of $3.113 billion, but 
down from last November's projection of $3¶25biilion. 
Parizeau said he was able to hold the line on the deficit 
--' the largest provincial deficit in Canada-  While in- 
creasing spending by 8,2 per cent because of Quebec's 
strong economic recovery last year and because the 
province received $300 million more than expected from 
the federal government in transfer payments. 
Quebec is one of three provinces - -  the others being 
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island -:- that did not 
move to reduce their deficits this year.• 
Parizeau said the government decided to eliminate the 
15 toll gates on Quebec's four autoroutes because they are 
unfair to drivers who have to regularly use the highways. •
PHASE OUT'TOLLS " . 
Starting June 24, the tells will be reduced to 25 cents 
froin 50 cents during ~'ush our, and the booths will 
gradually be eliminated. Quebec is the only province that 
charges tolls on its highways. 
, .  : . . . .  . . . .  
' ' ° "   ri acy - t ,~q "~;~;,~;t,~r~'~',:~i.~t~ll[,ql]q~rT;/~" , . 
TORONTO (CP) - -  A two-daY conference on computer, small step. 
• privacy which opens today will end on an appropriate "Tbe]arger, much'broaderlssaeatstakeis thecurrent 
note --. a closed meeting 'of provincial ministers fren-whseling exchange and selling of information via 
responsible for privacy and access to information laws. electronic means which poses perhaps the greatest 
During the conference, delegates will attend panel challenge to privacy,"he said. 
discussions and hear speeches from federal privacy "At present there is no recourse for .the individual who 
commissioner John Grace and British Home Office feels that thd information he'has supplied has been used 
undersecretary David Waddington. without his authorization."., 
in his opening •addrees, Norman Sterling, Ontario's He said the problem of privacy• is made more complex 
provincial secretary for resources development, said the by the flow of information across international or 
public and private sectors need to develop a uniform provincial borders, which "has made it impossible for 
approach to the problem of computer privacy, any one jurisdiction to address the privacy issue in 
In a copy of his speech provided before delivery, isolation." 
Sterling said although there are some ,limited privacy Sterling said this problem has been recognized in 
acts" in Canada, there has never been adequate legal Europe, where 16 countries have signed a data protection 
recognition or proper safeguards for citizens' right to convention which• will allow countries with data 
privacy. ' protection legislation to refuse to allow personal in- 
.He said proposed changes to the Criminal Code will formation to be sent o other countries'which donot have 
address computer crime, but the amendments are only a comparable safeguards. 
It added the panel believes not all briefing materials 
l.eaching the Reagan campaign "necessarily travelled by 
the same route." 
The panel, headed by Representative Donald Albcsta 
(D--Mich.), said although some of the documents' ob- 
tained by the Reagan campaign were clearly campaign 
materials, it disagreed with a Justice .Department 
conclusion that these were not government property. 
An aide to Albosta said the crime alluded to in the 
report was misuse of federal property. 
The report said the subcommittee "believes that 
further investigation f (other) possible crimes i'elating 
to this matter is warranted." 
It added that unidentified people in the Carter ad- 
ministration violated standards of conduct for White 
House and other federal employees. 
At the White House, Deputy Press Secretary Larry 
Speakes declined to comment on the repo~ before i ts  
release. "We haven't received ~e report, so there's not 
much I can say." 
Five representatives from Mills Memorial Hospital, 
, .,~ , Terrace joined over 400 delegates from all ~rees of the 
The Quebec treasury will lose ~6 millton a year when operatives, similar to the Quebec Stock Savings Plan. , ' province at the B.C. Health Association Annual Meeting, 
all the booths are eliminated. : --Tripling to $300,000 the allowable tax-exempt gifts by and Conference held in Vancouver May 2-3. 
The chain-Smoking Parizeau Slapped •fellow smokers farmers to their children. ., • "Those attending from our area included Robert P. 
i with a six-cent increase on a pack of 25 cigarettes, which --Extending to the. end of the year the Corvee- Finlayson, Executive Director, Linda Hamilton, 
currently range in price from $2.10 to $2.25. . " • Habitatlonhousing program which offers three-year;9.5- chairman of the beard, Fred. Hislop, Eva Weber, and 
The budget offered Quebecers no "relief from their per-cent mortgages and which was due to expire in July. ~ Dorothy Lewis. The B.C. Health Association represents 
status of being among the most.heavily taxed in Canada, - -  Extending to March 1/1986, tax benefits for homes the interests of all public hospitals and many long term 
• but Pariseau hinted that middle-income earner'sare in .:'bought with savings in the Registered Home Ownership. care facilities. , . . . . . . .  
line for tax cuts when he presents his long-awaited white Savings Plan. . • /.  This vital meeting of provincial delegates dealt with a 
paper on fiscal reform sometime before the end of June. - -  Reducing to 60 from 65 the age for which the elderly number of resolutions of social concern such as raising 
"Onincome of between $25,000 and 40,000 ... the in- will qualify for housing subsidies. 
Centive to work, seek promotion and be retrained to - -  Continuing the program of 20-per-cent grants to' 
improve income is too limited," he said. "Therein lies a accelerate private investments for mining, high 
danger for Quebec's economic system." technology and petrochemicals. 
Nor did the budget present much hope that Quebec will Parizeau's budget qame under fire from the Opposition 
be able to make a serious dent in its 13.2 per cent Liberals, the unions and the business community. 
unemployment rate. Parizeau predicts a 13 per cent Liberal finance critic Daniel Johnson accused 
unemployment rate in 1984 and 12.5 per cent in 1985. "Parizeau of presenting a budget "with nothing in it" to 
To reduce unemployment, the government is relying on save his plums foi" apre-electoral budget next year.. 
its economic recovery program launched.last fall, which Pierre Clement, ~of t  he  Canadian Federation of 
included loan guarantees up [o $2 billion to small-and Independent Businesses, aid the budget was deceiving 
medium-size business and a restructuring of the welfare and contained "absolutely nothing for small businesses 
system to encourage recipients to complete their. ..: overburdened by debt - -  no stimulants, nothing to 
education or get on-the-job t ra in ing . .  'i ': ~:~:~/'• ,: alleviate under capitalization; o relief at all." 
Besides eliminating highway tolls, Parizoau an-  • The Confederation f National Trade Unions said the 
nounced that he will set up a task force to find out why a budget ~s "the most empty since the Parti Quebecois ~ ~ 
gasoline tax reduction included in  last November's came to.power in 1976." g i~ '  
supplementary budget had not been passed,on to con-~. '~Pariseau claims the recovery in Quebec is healthy 
sumers. . .  and  therefore we ex~ct~l  a tax reduction,'" Said ~ A . , 4 ~  
He also announced increased eductions for purchase i~:, Scbastien Allard, od the Conseil du patronat, Quebec's ~m,t,s,vws,~,~w ~4~ 
and the business use of cars. . largest employers' group. "Hut it just hasn't happened." 
OTHER MEASURES , ~ " : ,  i., ' , ~1~! ,~1~ ~ 
Other measures announced in the budget include: ~ ~" . , i rub i i c  cautioned - -  Creating a tax-deductible investment plan'for co; ,~,1~,~. 
, ," , 
. . . .  # L a. 
Grass fires near power poles mean trouble for B.C. 
Hydro and danger to the publl~:~: 
by burning should take. special care to ensure the fire 
R eagan cautious on Gu If ' war 
the legal drinking age from 19 to 2t years of age, 
exemption of child safety car seats from federal sales 
tax, eliminating the sale of tobacco products on the 
• premises of health care institutions, and standardized 
provincial ~lephone system for ambulance services. 
The delegates requested the B.C. Health Association to 
urge the provincial and-or federal governments" to im- 
plement hese recommendations. 
The delegates also dealt with internal matters of the 
B.C. Health Association which/esulted in a change to the 
corporate structure for BCHA, and an expanded board of 
directors through the addition of two more directors-at- 
large. 
doesn't hreaten earby poles," says Dave • Chetwynd, 
Hydro's distribution maintenance engineer. 
, It can be a major safety hazard,':' says Chetwynd. "In 
..... one instance several poles beside a highway caught fire 
and We almost had a power line down on the road." 
To avoid (he problem, grass should be cleared away 
from the base of the pole for a radius of about one metre 
and the area dampened before the fire is set. 
A check should be made to eusure the fire won't spread 
to adjacent property where poles may be located. It 
should never be left unattended. 
Anyone seeing a fire threatening power 'poles should 
.call the fire department and H.C. Hydro immediately. 
Alcan extendsbest wishes 
to the Kitimat Lions C lub  
for a successful '84 Fair. 
: :i ~ :~: /~ i:•¸ 
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WASHINGTON ( A P ) -  President .Reagan says.he's Sakharov, treatment for heart and eYe ailments in We're p leased to invite you : , .  
not preparing to send American troops to war inCeniral another country. • ' , to visit our Mini.Theatre's 
America or the Persian Gulf, although.he pledges to keep Sakharov and his wife.have been banished to Gorky, 
the gulf open to oil tankers despite the brewing crisis in 400kilometres ast of MoscoW. Sakharov, 63, is reported Kitim at premiere showing of: . / /~ /  
theTegion, to have begun ahanger strike May 2 to ~y to force Soviet ' . 
However, when pressed, the president refused to authorities to permit his wife to leave the county. 
unequivocally rule out the pessibflity of sending U.S. The president also sald the likelihood that U.S. military M MM l l l MM MM l MM I l am MM l MM MM mE MM IBM MM l MM MM 
forcostoeitherreg|on. " . , personnelwouldbecome involved in a war in the Middle : T ~  M - O M  Y ' ' '  / " " ~ 
At a nationally broadcast news conference dominated East, where Iran and Iraq are at war and have attacked 
by foreign policy questions Tuesday. night, the president oil tankers plying the Persian GULf, is very slight. "I can't 
also said: ' foresee that happening. As things stand now, no, I don't 
--The Soviet Union may not return to the nuclear arms thipk so." ' " 
reduction bargaining table until after the November Onthe possibility of committing U.S. troops to El ~ T.. MPKIIMS_. 
presidential e ection in the United States and he is" not Salvador if the Central American country ever appeared 
willing to make any concession toget them back earlier, ready to fail to the Communists, Reagan said: "We'd lose 
--  He doesn't believe the United States and Soviet all those friends and neighors (in the region)if we did 
Untonareanyclosertoa"eenfroiitationthalcouldised that , . . . "  ' ~ " ~ ~  Walderness  
to a nuclear conflagration" than before he took office. Asked why so many people believe the world is moving • 
--  He doesn't foresee an impending recession, despite closer to war rather than peace, the president said: "I 
the rise in interest rates, woutd,say that is because that's all that most of the 
--  The increase in the number of Soviet submarines off people h~ve been hearing in political dialogue..,  that I 
U.S. shores doesn't worry him. "It I thought here wad .somehow have an itchy finger and am going to blew'up 
some reason to be concerned about hem, I wouldn't be the world...." ' : '  ...., 
sleeping in this house tonight,"he said. Reagan began the news conference with a statement 
- -  "I just hope and pray that the Soviet Union will do urging Congress to approve his request for $62 million in 
the humane thing" and allow Yelena Banner, the wife of emergency aid to El Salvador, now awaiting action in the We think you'll enjoy seeing Tommy's latest film 
Soviet dissident and Nobel laureate physicist Andrei House of Representatives. . . .. and meeting him i n person. 
" He's come a long way since he first , 
• i ,: ii,~i~} i : looked through a camera vlewfinder. Police  step p riot patro And we've come a long way at AIcan slnce 
' '~!ii; '~. U i S :~ i~ :i:i.i: " ';' we poured our first ingot here 30 years ago. 
..... ' See just how.far by viewing our most recent 
BOMBAY (Reut~r) ~ Troops and ~)lice stepped up Prime Minister lndira Gandhi, who visited the riot zone film The Alcan World, 
patrols todayAn.!sguthw ~ In~ia~ riot-hit towns Monday,: told two U.S. television networks in live in- also playlng at our MInI-Theatre. 
where the dea~:.~l~, has risen,to at'least 140, state of- terviews Tuesday night that Meharashtra was under .... 
" , See you at lhe Kltlmat Tamltlk arena: flcials said. ~.:.~. I.:,~./ ' , " . • control, • .~ .... 
The offlclals~ld R~/l[ers news agehcy thdt five people 'LIVING IN HARMONY' ~ ' ~i., Thursday 24 May: 6:30 p.m.. 9:30 p.m. 
were killed Tuesday. aS~'kecurity forces fired on rival : "People of all religions are living in harmony and ' : . . . . .  ~ . . . . . .  ' Fflday 26 May: 6:30 p.m. • 10:.00 p.m. 
groups of armed Hindus and Moslems fighting running peace together," the Press Trust of India news agency .. . . . . . .  , r.,.~, i / !  . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ - Saturday 20 May: 10:00 l l .m.. 10:00 p.m. 
battles in makeshift e~nement areas of Bombay, the quoted her as saying. 
• ' country's,main business centre. • • ' The news agency said 600 people have been injured and 
stab wounds, they added. 
Early today, at least eight more bodies were recovered hanees. It said at least 16 people were killed in a new wave of Aug  ust 3, i954- 1984 
from the rubble of burnt-cut homes and textile mills in violence in.the northern state of Punjab, a few days after . ~ 
curfew-bound Bhiwandi, a nearby industrial to~n and the government announced i t  had sent 23 specially :i'i . . .  proud to have  been  par t  o f  .~i::/.i~;~ i~!:.!~!~i~:i~ .; , "|, 
scene of some of the worst s~r-cterlan~uuresl~ ~hieh trained eonimando units into the state, Police have , Kitimat since I ts beg inn ing  !ii /il 
erupted six days ago. . ~ r~ " " ~ ? arrested 300 suspected extremists inthe last 10 days in a / '/ 
Officialsdesnribed Bombayas very tense bnd said new crackdown in Punjab and Haryana states. ~,.~ ' ~ ALCA N 
h,A  ' " ,  ~ fires were raging today in Thane district on the outskirts Four Hindu bus passengers were killed and several ~ , ~, • , ' 
of tile city. Polic~ and ~yA~tTg!S hav.e.been i tensified ,wounded when a group 'of Sikh travellers forced the • ~:~,:~ ,, ,,,~ ~ ~,, ...,~v ... . . . . . . . . .  , , 
to prevent speak/die i:lt~£he~'t~i sprinkling; they said. driver to stop and then opened fire. r '~: 
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Stanley cup celebration turned ugly 
EDMONTON (CP) -- 
Sixty police battled beer- 
bottle throwing fans 
Tuesday night when a 
celebration of Edmonton 
' -  Oilers' Stanley Cup victory" 
turned into a near riot. 
, Police spokesman Inn 
- MacKechnie said 60 people 
were arrested, adding 
some would be charged 
today while others would 
be released. 
Two officers received 
: minor, injuries, 
MacKeehnie said. There 
was no estimate of how 
many onlookers were hurt, 
although some sported 
'• cuts and Swollen lips., 
:: Police said there, was 
.~'.i little or no damage to 
~. public property. 
• ." More than I00,000 people 
jammed a 12-block parade 
~' route and cheered the 
team that won the National 
Hockey League chain- 
'. pionship here Saturday 
: .  night, ending the Islan- 
' • dora' four-year grip on the 
Cup. 
But after a rally at city 
hall, some of the crowd 
which had been drinking 
during the festivities 
' "  moved into a downtown 
' " park and ignored requests 
::" by police to leave. 
• Bottles and rocks began 
flying and police called in 
.:. reinforcements tohandle a 
..: crowd estimated atclose to 
5,000. 
:,: 'NOT A RIOT' 
...- "It's not a riot," said 
Staff Sgt. Chris Braiden of 
the Edmonton city police, 
'as beer bottles crashed 
around him. 
"What you have here is 
90 per cent of the people 
being onlookers, looking 
for a bit of excitement. And 
then you have the inciters, 
generally at the back, 
lobbing the bottles." 
A three-block area along 
Jasper Avenue, the city's 
main street, was choked 
with people and police 
cars, virtually blocking 
any traffic movement. 
Police, some wearing 
riot helmets and most 
carrying nightsticks, were 
showered with bottles. The 
officers repeatedly 
charged into the crowd 
lining the sidewalks to 
drag off offenders. ' 
There were several 
incidents of officers 
wrestling belligerent 
celebrants to the ground, 
pommelling them with 
their clubs, then dragging 
them to paddywngons. 
"What we were trying to 
do as we went along is 
identify the inciters," said 
Braiden. "Then we go in 
and remove them." 
The crowd Continually 
taunted the police, 
shouting obscenities. Some 
blamed tbe officers for • 
starting the trouble, Saying 
everything was fine until 
police provoked the 
violence. 
One young woman bent 
sobbing over a male friend 
who bled from the side of a nightstick. "These guys 
the head. The officer who are going nuts." ,.•.. 
hit him was putting hand- 
cuffs on the male. 
"I •was just standing 
here," said the woman, 
who • suffered a •bruised 
wrist after being struck by 
MacKechnie de ted 
police had provoked the 
crowd. 
Bralden said firefighters 
had sprayed Water from a 
high-pressue, hose over top 
of  a crowd in the park. were peaceful. Mayor 
"We used it to sprinkle Laurence Decore 
them so that they would congratulated the Oilers 
get wet and get cold and for their four victories 
leave." against one loss in the best- 
The crowd:was finally of-seven series. 
broken up around mid- "We want to 
night. .• acknowledge the great 
The ~lmrede and rally tribute the Offers have 
paid to the City o f  
Edmonton," Deeore. said. 
"We want to thank each 
• and every Oiler for giving 
us ~e time of our llw-~." 
i A gala dinner, attended 
by Doc0re, Premier Peter 
Lougheed and other 
dignitaries2, was heldl 
Tuesday night.  
The guests' posed with 
players for photographs in
front of theCup. Most were 
umiware of the mayhem 
occurring a few blocks 
away. , 
National league roundup 
Weak performance keeps streak alive 
said. "Wl~e~ you •get hat Philadelphia runs in four 
kind of pitching the night innings. 'Relievers Orel 
you don't hit, you win Hershiser and Carl0s Dinz 
• anyway." then held the Phillies 
In other NL' r games hitless. ' 
Tuesday, Montreal Expos The Phillies took a 2-0 
edged San Diego Pach'es 3- lead in the third. Virgil got 
2, a single over Welch's head 
Rain washed out the but in front of shortstop 
game between AUanta Bob Bailer and reached 
Braves and Chicago Cubs third when Ivan DeJesus 
and it was re~:.heduled as sliced a single to right. 
part of a Thursday Koesman dropped a 
doubleheader, sacrifice bunt; moving 
San Francisco' Giants DeJesus to second. Then 
defeated New York MeSs 5- Virgil scored and DoJesus 
4, Cincinnati Reds beat advanced tothird on a wild 
Pittsburgh Pirates 5-3, and pitch. De Jesus scored on 
A three-hit night 
generally ranks as a weak 
performance but i t  was 
strong enough to give 
Philadelphia Phillies their 
1Oth consecutive victory 
for the longest streak in 
major league baseball this 
season. 
Ozzie Virgil collected 
two of the three hits, 
scored a run and batted in 
one as the Phillles defeated 
Los Angeles Dodgei's 3,1. 
"We just Overpowered 
them tonight," Phillies 
manager Paul Owens said 
jokingly. 
"When you're going Houston Antros defeated Juan Samuel's infield out. 
good, you win these kind of St. Louis Cardinals 4 -3 .  Philadelphia made in 3-0 
games," he added. "Once 
you get it rolling, the 
players don't think they 
can get beat." 
Owens praised winner 
Jerry Koesman, 4-5, for 
working out of several 
• jams in his seven innings. 
"Koosman pitched a 
good ball game," Owens 
Philadelphia's Al in the fourth on a pair of 
Holland earned his 10th walks and Virgil's two-out, 
sav~of the season to tie for run-scoring single to 
the National League high. centre. 
He has pitched 142-3 in- The Dodgers loaded the 
nlngs without giving up an bases'with none out in the 
earned run. fifth but managed only one 
Losing pitcher Bob run. Steve Yeager walked 
Welch, 3-5, gave up three and Franklin Stubbs and 
hits and all three R. J. Reynolds singled. 
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Pinch-hitter Jose Morales 10 hits as San Francisco 
lined to Koosman, but downed New York. 
Yeager scored on • a Giant's catcher BOb 
fielder's choice grounder Brenly's two-ran single in 
by Steve Sax. . the sixth inning and 
Expos 3 Padres 2 ~ Clark's two-run homer in 
In Montreal, Gary the fourth and solo shot in 
Carter •ended a tie with a 
two-run home run in the 
sixth'inning and Charlie 
Lea tossed a' four-hitter for 
his seventh victory as 
Montreal beat San Diego. 
Carter, who entered the 
game as the league's RBI 
leader,. has driven in~/ 
runs .  
Lea, who allowed only 
one hit after the ,s~ond 
inning, issued three walks 
and struck out four in 
recording only the third 
complete game by an 
Expos starter. SAN Diego 
starter Eric Show, 5-3, took 
the loss. 
Giants 5 Mete 4 
In New York, Jack Clark 
drove in three runs with a 
pair of home runs and left. 
hinder Mark Davis lifted 
his record to 2-5 by yielding 
the eighth supplied the 
runs .  • 
"~n Darling, 3-3, took 
the loss, allowing four runs 
before being relieved in the 
seventh inning. Clark's 
second homer was off 
reliever Brent Gaff. 
Reds 5 Pirates 3, , 
. Dan Drlessen singled 
, home the winning run in 
the sevenlh inning and 
Maria Sato threw a four- 
hitter as Cincinnati Reds 
celebrated Dave Parker's 
return to Pittsburgh. 
Soto, 7-I, yielded a pair 
.of homers but threw his 
fourth complete game in 
his last five starts. He 
added a pair of hits and 
drove in a ran. 
Soto struck out four and 
walked two in winning his 
sixth consecutive decision. 
He is ~.0:.~Js month and 
hasn't lost'since April 13. 
Parker, a Pirate for 10 
• years until Signing with the 
Reds as a free agent in the 
offseason, went l-for-4 and 
drove in a run with a 
double lethe first. 
Astros 4 Cardinals 3
In St. LoUis, pinch-hitter 
Kevin Bass delivered a 
two-out single to send 
home Mark Bailey - -  who 
had doubled -- in the lith 
inning to give Ho.unton the 
win. 
With one out, in the llth, 
Bailey doubled in front of 
diving Andy Van Slyke in 
right field. Bailey went to 
third on a granndout by 
Bill Deran before the 
clutch bit by Bass. 
13ill Dawley, 3-3, blanked 
the Cardinals for two in. 
nings and earned the 
decision. Mike LaCoss 
stopped St. Louis in the 
llth for his first save. 
Bruce Sutter, 1-3, took the 
Ioss. 
American league roundup 
-Tigers still hungry 
The end ]s nowhere m . . . .  ' . " . _ .  ".. Garcla went 3-for-4 to give earned run average, was 
mgm mr me ue[rolt Ti ors An- ' "  k - ' "  Toronto the win. staked to a 2.0 lead when g a l~ir uloson ~.,.. • . _ .  . lloyd Moseby led off the Davis homered in  the 
.,.o a warmng mr peep~e ' w ~'~x ~' ; '  t . . . . .  s~n eighth against Twins fourth inning off rookie 
• -v~ I "~-~.~ v , .w .~ ,N  . ' ' e ~ o  1-4 .~: :~, ;?~:~.  ,^' starter Mike Sm~thson; 64, los j , - , following 
~ ~ ~ ' ,  • :an'd ~oved to second on Barry.  Bonnell s ¢iouhle. 
~ ~  re- Willi'e Ul~'~aw's eacri[fice~ ' ,' E~! Vande Berg recglil~ 
~ mmgry~muse we're au ~,~. . . . . .  ~.~. . . . .  ,~ b~mt against reliever Pete *his third'save. 
. . . .  t " " t" Fdson. Pinch-hitter Cliff s 6 Orioles 4 
• ruesoay mgn after ne _ . . .  / . . .  Johnson then drew an In Oakland, Carney 
Tigers ran mew u~mea~en . . . . .  ,__., . _,,. ~ a 0_,, Lansford "utthe A's ahead 
road recoro'to lu-v . . . .wlt'n a ~- is,~,,u,,~, we,,, ,,,u ,~=,, ~, ' " greeted Mike Waiters with with a two-ran homer to 
1 American League his winning hit. cap a four-run rally in the 
baseball w~q over 
California Angels. , "We 
can't stand losing, so we 
might as well keep win- 
nlng. 
'.. Detroit, 33-5 over-all, 
moved within one of the 
American League record 
for consecutive road 
victories set by the 1912 
Washington Senators, The 
1916 New York Giants hold 
the major-league mark of 
17 straight. 
The Tigers ran their 
latest winning streak to 
seven games behind the 
combined pitching of Juan 
Berenguer, who allowed 
three hits in six innings, 
and Aureate Lopez. 
Borenguer, 3-2, walked 
three and struck out nine 
before Lopez came on to 
record his sixth save. 
JAYS WIN 
In other AL games 
Tuesday, it was: Toronto 
Blue Jays 3, Minnesota 
Twins 2; Milwaukee 
Brewers 7, Texas Rangers 
I; Boston Red Sex 7, 
Cleveland Indians 1; 
Kansas City Royals 7, 
Chicago White ~ox 6; 
Seattle Mariners 5, New 
York Yankees 3; Oakland 
A's 6, Baltimore Orioles 4. 
The Tigers' took a 1~0 
lead in the first inning 
when Gibson singled with 
two out, stole: second, 
continued to third on 
catcher Bob Boone's 
throwing error and scored 
on l.~mce Parrish's ingle. 
A one-out homer In the 
bottora of the inning by 
Red Carew, his third, tied 
the score but Detroit went 
Roy Lee Jackson, in 
relief of starter Luls Leal, 
went the final 11-3 innings 
to improve his record to 5- 
1. 
Brewers 7 Rangers 1
Milwaukee's Cecil 
Cooper drove in five runs 
with his first homer of the 
season, two singles and a 
double. 
Cooper, who had only 
four r~ns batted in in 26 
previous games, also got 
his first game-winning RBI 
of the year. 
Milwaukee's Rick 
Manning also homered 
while winning pitcher 
Chuck Porter, 4-1, scat. 
tered seven hits over. six 
innings. Rick Waits went 
the final three innings for 
his first save. Loser Danny 
Darwin, 2-5, Was tagged 
for 12 hits in seven inning, 
including seventh-lining 
homers by Manning and 
Cooper. 
Red Sox 7 Indians I 
Pitcher Bruce Hurst, 6-4, 
watched while teammate 
Ed Jurak captured a rat 
near home plate in "the 
third inning, then finished 
with a five-hitter as Boston 
won before hometown 
fans. 
The Red Sox nailed own 
their fifth victory in the 
last seven games by 
scoring three runs in the 
third inning against 
Cleveland starter Rick 
Sutcliffe, 3-3. 
Royals 7 White Sex e 
In Kansas City, Dane 
lorg drove in three runs 
and George Brett doubled 
home the tie-hreak 
in front again in the second Reyain right fielder Pat 
against Mike Wilt, 44. Sheridan, whoose three. 
Dave Borgman doubled,, base error led to an • 
with one out, took third on unearned. Chicago run in 
Boone's passed ball and 
scored on Chet Lemon's 
grounder. 
The Tigers added a run 
in the eighth. Alan 
Trammell ed off with a 
single and Gibson was hit 
by a pitch, bringing on 
Dung Corbett in relief of 
WiLt. After Parrish 
sacrificed and  Darrell 
Evans was intentionally 
walked, Larry.Herndon hit 
a sacrifice fly. 
Blue Jays 3 Twins Z 
In Toronto, pinch-hitter 
George Bell drove in the 
winning run with a one-out 
single to left fie.ld in the 
eighth inning and Damaso 
the third inning, 'singled 
with two out in the seventh 
off reliever Salome 
Barnjas, 2-2, and Brett 
followed with an opposite. 
field double. 
Reliever Joe Bockwitb, 
2-1 ,  got the win and Dan 
Quisenberry pitched the 
final two innings, allowing 
two hits, for his 11th save. 
Mariners S Yankees 3
In Septtlei Matt Young 
pitched eight ~ scoreless 
lnn~ngr an~l Tookle Alvin 
Da¼is belted Ris 10~h ome 
. New 
, Yo l ;k . '  
Young, 3.3, who entered 
the game with a fl.S8 
fifth inning and the A's 
snapped a seven-game 
American League baseball 
losing streak. 
The A's, 6-17 on the mad 
but 13-6 at home, spotted 
Baltimore an early lead 
when Rich Diner hit a 
three-run homer in the 
second inning off winner 
Ray Burris, 3-2. Burris 
allowed five hits in" 62-3 
innings before giving way 
to Keith Atherton, who 
recorded hisseventh save. 
I 






W L PcI.GBL 
Chicago 23 15 ,605-  
PhiladelPhia 23 16 .590 V= 
New York 20 17 .541 2V2 
Montreal 21 20 .$12 3V2 
St. Louis 21 22 .,188 4~/2 
Pittsburgh 13 23 ,361 9 
west Division 
Los Angeles 24 20 .5,15 - -  
Atlanta 21 18 .538 ~/: 
Sen Diego 21 20 ,512 1v2 
Cincinnati | l  20,512 1~/: 
• Houston 17 24 ,415 9/= 
Sen' Francisco 15 25 ,375 7 
Tuesday ROSults 
Montreal 3 San Diego 2 
Sen Francisco 5 New Yon  4 
Philadelphia 3 Los Angeles I 
Cincinnati 5 Pltteburgll 3 
Houston 4 St. Louis 3 (11 In. 
nlnge) 
Atlanta at Chicago, ppd., 
rain, 
• Todey'l Games 
Houston et St. LOUIS 
Atlanta at Chicago 
San Diego at Montreal N 
Sen Francisco St New York N 
LOS .Angeles et Philadelphia N 
Clncinnetl at Plttst~Jrgh N 
AMIRICAN LLEAGUE 
l i s t  Division 
W I. Pct. @BI. 
Dttroit 33 5 ,868 - -  
Toronto 25 14 .650 8 
Baltimore 22 19 ,579 12V: 
Milwaukee 19 19 .$00 14 
Boston 19 23 ,4.52 16 
New York 16 23 ,410 lYv~ 
Cleveland 15 22 ,405 17~/z 
Wast Division 
CellfOrhle 23 20 ,535-  
Minnesota 21 22 .480 2 
Chicago 20.22 ,476 2~/: 
Seettto 20 22 ,476 2 ~n 
Oakland 19 23 .452 3v= 
Kansas City ' .15 23 .395 S t/: 
Texas 15 26 ,3d6 7 
Tuesday I~OSultl 
Toronto 3 Minnesota 2 
. Boston ; Cleveland I 
Milwaukee 7 Texas I 
Kenose City 7 Chicago 6 
Detroit 3 Calllornle I 
Seattle 5 New York 3 
Oakland 6 Baltimore 4 
Todayeo OOlites 
Baltimore at Oakland 
Minnesota at Toronto N 
Cleveland at Boston N 
Milwaukee at Texas N. 
Chicago at Kanm City N 
Detroit at Callfornlo N 
New York a t  Seattle N 
' " .: ..:' ~ H~dlI~,W~I~"#,A~y'33' 1 ~j~14, Paga$." 
: ..... ' /: t t -  " I :  z te  
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' ! ' " * " ' ' " " K .~P' "The " " ' i c  number of beycotUn . Millbi" said the. bsent  l~evd=;;  iSJricanOlympic 
. . . . . . .  ~ ' , l i~ , ,~q,  d f~#g. ,  .. ~ ,@qi ,~ l ! I / I%,d '%, I  number of countries Committee countries would increase..countriescouldincreaseto offmi.a!s have said no 
!; '. • NEWTOR ( ) - -  . United States Olymp • g . . . . .  ' • ..{~... . . • * 
I1~. .  ,, . ,~ . . • 
, ~, . . , * , . : '. , ' ,, • '. . . . .  .. . boycotting the Los Angeles Col. F. Don Miller eazd . We returned from there 50 . depending what the countries t.rom that con 
SAN PAULO,  Brazil dynamite today, In the second half ,  Olympic. Games, .could Tuesday 'that ' after, an wRh mixedemotlons,~' he African nations do.." He .tinent plan to skip the Los 
(CP) - -  Canada 
defeated Panavna i07-79 
Tuesday night o q~alify 
for the men's basketball 
tournament at  the Los 
Angeles Olympics. ' :  
Canada came up with 
61 points in the second 
Raza,omki said of the 
team captain. "He hit 
every shot he to~t-.. 
Canada has six vic- 
.tories and oneI0ss in the . 
nine<9untry . single 
round-robin Amer ica 's  
Zone .qualifying tour- 
half to pull away from narnent. , 
Panama. Canada led 43-" ' Canada completes its 
'~8 at halftime. ' :  Schedule tonight by 
' . Seven-year team playing '-Undefeated 
veteran Jay Triano of Brazil. Canada's only 
loss was Monday night 
Canada established a 20- 
point l~d  within five. 
minutes and this t ime 
Panama was unable to 
pldl near. 
• Three teams from the 
• Americas Will qualify 
for. the Olympics. 
Brazil, 6-0, and Canada 
have already clinched 
berths with Uruguay, 5;. 
1, .probahly filling the 
other spot. Braziland 
Uruguay beth have two 
• games left to play. 
If Canada be.ats Brazil 
by 10 pointa.or more 
said. "The ~ Soviet Un~0n said possible friction could Augel~. Games~ -~ 
range from 20 to as many  :~ emergency meet'ing of the and t~ s~tellite countries !result:if Britainadds SOuth : Todate the Soviets have, .as 50 :if African natl0ns' ' International Olympic 
stay away for  other"  Committee at" Lausanne, who ! we  indicated they !-/African-born runner Zoia .. I~  in[ned b" East 
political reasons, says the'~ : .Switzerland, last Friday; will no' pa .ticipate are not " Budd t~its track and field ~,~~a~ . . Bulgaria, 
executive director, of the:. ~ he concluded that the -going ,.) p cticipate." ' team,or if BHtain con~. *Cz~h0s~vakia, P~iand, 
" .. Pe ,tes., . as..", ~hed .uled~i...HtmgarY; i.~os, Vietnam, 
: aga.ms~ ~.u.m " mnca  m a MongOlia and Afghanistan, 
~ rugny maven. 
: Niagara Falls, Ont., 
scored 34 paints for 
Canada. Forward Gerry 
Kazanowski. of 
Nanaimo, B.C., and 
guard Ell Pasquale o f  
Sudbury, Ont'., added 16 
each. i :" 
"Jay ' was just 
When Uruguay came 
'from behind to win 91- 
• 89 .  
Canada went ahead 
by 12 paints early in the 
first half .Tuesday but 
hod . difficnl!y main- 
taining the momentum. 
earn H s-Duran 
: Shelly Saltman,' co: replacement. There had 
promoter of the event, was been rumblings throughout 
talking about why the bexing that it was on shuky 
World Boxing Council ground in the Bahamas all 
si~per . welterweight along, so the switch came 
championship fight bet- as no bigsta'prise. Besides, 
• ween Thomas Hearns and Las Vegas is.in the middle 
Roberto Duran will beheld o f  the. Nevada desert. 
June 15 in Caesars Palace , There's plenty of sand. 
ida:Los Vegas, instead of They can still pitch the 
Nassau, the Bahamas. tents. 
'"Hotel rooms,", ex- There is another slight 
plained Saltman. "There bend in ,the road here. 
• jUSt weren't enough' hotel Before Duran can fight for 
rooms." Hearns's WBC super 
":In a resort like Nassau? 
A~sho~tage of rooms? 
"They only had " 8,000 
rooms available, ~'Saltman L 
Continued. "We would 
have needed every One of 
them. 
': '"And that still wouldn't 
have been enough. We 
Wei'e considering alter- 
~iatives like bringing in 
cruise ships and putting 
people up in state rooms, 
or erecting tents on the 
welterweight, crown, he 
must surrender his own 
World Boxing Association 
junior middleweight 
crown, the one he lifted 
'from Davey Munre last 
June. He has not taken 
care of that little matter 
yet and he might not get 
around to it until fight 
night. 
On the middleweight 
front, Marvellous Marvin 
Hagler is not fidgety right 
now. Rather, he is in a 
distinct funk. 
Seated at ringside for 
Sugar Ray Leonard's 
comeback, Hagler was 
wearing a big wide grin, 
thinking about the 
financial ,windfall an 
autumn fight with Leonard 
beach." 
Tents? 
Sure. Why not? In the 
rather bizarre business of 
boxing, anything is 
passible. 
Hearns-Duran is in at 
Caesars because Larry 
I~:~;" .~lmes-Gerrie Coetzee is 
~i:u ~t~t,, The ,,,c~in~,. was 
.= ;~.  p jqg~,a  h|g.~,qame~ 
h*.~ !~e;~em~n~qt '~en the. 
ial: underpinningsf inan of ~ 
I:lolmes-coetzee, sched- 
uled for the gambling. 
palace on June 8. 
'/When the heavyweight 
fight drifted Off into the 
ozone, Hearns.Duran was 
a ' ready-madd 
tonight, Canada will 
finish first. If Canada 
wins by less than. 10, i t  
Will finish second. And if 
i t  loses, it will ~dsh 
third. 
Lions coaches 
KELOWNA, B.C. (CP) 
- -  Despite cool, wet 
weather, British Columbia 
Lions coaches got a good 
chance' to look at defensive 
half-backs and receivers 
on thethird ay of training 
camp. 
: probably " from' , came 
watching a rusty Sugar 
Ray, searching for his old 
ring skills and having 
great difficulty locating 
them against Kevin 
Howard. 
Then Leonard wisely 
fills in 
leaviingHagierwitha le~ ~:; .  tw3~'eP~nunhd e d~smn.  . . . .  ppod 
attractive payday for a RafaelWilliamsonSundey. 
man.dairy . . defenee in  a nationally,televised' 
• against. .musmm namsno. • figh't promoted by Duva, 
Itwillhave towait, though,. ~,Ma(:h° ' weighed 135. 
until Marvellous ,Marvin ImUnds. It was not because 
recovers from his his appetite is' out of 
depression. Seeing- $11 control. 
million disappear on you The five,paired dif- 
can have that effect, terence was a bit of 
• planned obesity to get 
FUNNY GAME around Camacho's •130- 
The fight game is funny, pound obligation to .King. 
Sometimes, big paydays He has no commitment/ ot 
disappear. Sometimes, .135, freeing him:to fight 
whole boxers disappea r, If there for Duva. And, in 
pi'omoter Don King is fact, the Macho Man has 
looking for Hector fits mind on •that weight 
(Macho) Camacho r ight,  anyway because that'w. 
now, he might check rival • where he can find Ray 
Dan Duva's stable. (Boom Boom) Mancini, 
Camacho is' the World the WBA lightweight 
Boxing Council super champion. Camacho 
featherweight champion~ figures, quite correctly, 
and has a 'three-fight that Mancini can be abig 
commitment to King in money fight for him. 
Ph lpps  vlce.presldenl and genera l  "A lbuquerque  rallied in 
manager, 
FOOTBALL :the fourth inning with four 
C~L runs -- three on a bases- 
Saskatchewan Roughriders cut 
defensive ends Paul Dlgloscchlno loaded double by Jack 
'a n d 'K • n Fimple. 
Hau~abrook; announce retirement The Dukes took a 6-4 lead 
of offensive guard Scott Manning. 
NFL " into the:eighth inning but 
Pittsburgh Ste*lera sign Phoenix.',.. scored .two 
Ilnebackers Carky Alexander; Marky  Alexander,,. '~tmearned~Tuns to, tie it 
Ike Gordon and L. E, "~adlson . . . .  ~again; The Giants got the 
running back Anth0h'y ¢lorley, w i r l~ ing£un when Gladden ' 
detenclve '~ " ' , 
lineman Thomas gbnk& and wide r i ~ore(~ f,!on:, mother wild 
receiver Mark ~illtello fl~' treeb~l;pitch,~.thisi #he by  Paui 
contracts, '.,', ~:',~:., !'~!'~:VoJght'~ ~ .,! '!'I~ : : "  '! : .  
DSPL ,w ~ 9~,~;~In' Las.:~Vegas, Ozzin 
Piflsburgh Maulers ~ l lve .  run.;~. " iGu lBen  singled, home two 
nlng back Amos L~wr#pce~ =,u - '  
running back ~, -~, . , .  . ,; i ;runstosqapab-Stielnthe : 
HOIIIs Payton. • seventh and lead the Stars, 
HOCKEY NHL ~ 25-19, tO their victory over 
Boston Brutes sign goaltender 1~lc '~)nt  26- |9 ;  ' 
Doug Keens. 
LOS, Angeles Kings name Don ' ].,as, Vegas scored' six 
Perry special assistant to the runs in the seventh to rally 
generat " ' / from a.5-3 deficit•' " 
manager/• 
Wlnhipsg Jets slgn left wlng Joel , : ~ ~ , ~ .  




New , York CosmOs place ' ~ l l ~ ,  
gonltender Hubert Blrkenmeler, ~ l ~ . , ~ j ~  
de  f ~n de ' rs  Je f f  ' ~ - -  
Ourgsn end Angelo DIBernsrdo, .. ,~ , . . . 
Waivers.and forward Steve Moyers on,,, i , . ~  " 
'" ~"' " ' '  ' i  , . i i ,  
double and a triple to lead 
the hitting for Salt Lake, 
now 19-24. 
Losing pitcher was Brian 
Allard, while starter Phfll 
Mooneyham was the 
winner for Edmonton, now 
22.23. 
Phoenix's Rod Deer hit  
his league-leading 13th 
home run and Alejandro 
Sanchez added a two-run 
homer to lead the Giants, 
21-23, past host 
, Albuquerque, 21-24. 
Deer homered in the 
second inning to give the 
Giants a 1-0 lead ,and 





Minnesota Twins activate ptcher 
Ken Schrom; place pitcher AI 
Williams 
on the t5-dey disabled list, 
National League " 
Montreal Expos recall outfielder 
Mike Stenhouse'from Indianapolis 
of 
the American Asset:lotion; option 
shortstop Argenla Salezar to 




Denver Nuggets name Paul 
backs ; . .  It was really ','lm Lions' -'l-,tar Horselhml tNmament 
snirited Out there." running back John Henry June 9th and!16th will,be the date of Terrace's first 
White took part in his first . . . .  
The 1983 Western con- workouts after sittin # o-t Official Horseshoe Tournament in many years. It is 
terence champions t . . . . . .  ;-.D - being organized by a group hoping to start a Horseshoe 
oe nrs¢ two Bays neeause m, i , - ,  q,o~.o,o q, ho ,,~ , . ,o ,=,t  is o,~n to all adults welcomed two new wide ^f . . . .  ,1~. , . ._. , . , . , ,  ,-,,v - .  -~.~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4 ...... w 
receivers Tuesday to their " = v . . . . . . . . . .  ~-s'- . . . . . .  at mus,.lo (men and women) aod will be held at the Heritage Site 
training camp in this . . . .  . Terraceview, starting at 9:00 a.m. • each day. The entry 
0kanagan Valley city. The Coaches hope that fee is $5.00 a person and awards willbe given for first, 
two newcomers are Martin defensive back Ed Jones; second and third place standings in.both singles and 
Turner from Southern who was acquired from the &ubles competition. Rules followed will be the B.C. 
Oregon University and Edmonton Eskimos in Horseshoe Pitch Association's. : . 
Darryl Goes  from the exchange fora third-round 'Registration will be held at the Terrace Arena 
University of California t_ draft pick, will be ready to Recreation office during :office hours. The registration 
Davis. ' praeti-ce Wednesday. - : deadl ine. is i -Th~y Jun~ 7th . 'F~ more information, 
The highly-touted . . . .  Jones' knee problems call Joe at635-2856 or Don at 635-7766. ., 
have kept him off the  " " ' 
receiver Jim Sandusky practice field. But Mat- 4ff 
took part in his first set of thews aid,"'He knows how ~[~e II. 
offensive drills but ad- to play, he's been doing it The canoe-otis todeterS. "ine represe4ttatives for zone 7 mittedheis still feeling the for nineyears." 
effects of the flu. • San- at theB.C;.Summers gimen will be held •at Roundlake 
dusky, who" was named Also on the injury list is (approx.14 miles east of Sm[thers) on May 26th, starting , . . ' 
most valuable player in starting quarterback Roy at II a.m. 
last year,s Hula Bowl, said Dewalt, who is still This year six teams can be sent to'the Games at Bur- 
he expects to be back • at recovering from surgery naby from each of:'tho pi'ovincial zones. 
full streilgth for Wed-on  his ankle. He isn't ex- The following teains will be enterod; men's junior (13- 
nesday's practices, peeted to •play until the • 18years) women's junior (13-18 years), men's open.327, 
• During the scrimmage Lions' third exh!bitlon men's ~)pen-432, wQmen'.s open~ d  mixed open. 
drills, rookierunning back game. ' The:, races, wilt - involv.e us ing  paddling and 
Keyvan'Jenkins received a Lions open the exhibition:' muneauved~ig skilis.~ For the eanoe0fls at RoUnd Lake, 
lot Of attention from both season: June 5 in Calgury .canolm will 5e provided. Coat ,  tents to provide paddles 
the quarterbacks and the against the Stampeders. and approved p .F ;D 's . . " '  ~ 
For further'details contact Geerd van der Meulen at 
' " 846-5413. ~ . - . . . .  
STOP RUST! 
" GET RID: OF,:SALT! 
s,v. i s:oo 
Ne w , i= Terra¢# 
HigltFrnsm-$tlm clnHr 
Hay 26 
: . . .  : . .  
So, / TOTEM 
: Lakelse Avenue 
Get . iyourmotof  ar id.fender Wells 
• " . .sees rfi cleanecl, fo r  
w i th  ih i s :adver t l sement .  
¢A15 night at Riverside Park. in the tater game Alill: irl;ItW:; 0 ~  Y 
UAB.Mi l le r  Highl l fe  defeated Gul f  Loggers Others"  ~ : . . . .  
16:6. J im Place and L loyd McDonne l l  each  ~¢all .638.110S6 
had homeruns  for  M i l le r .  • ' . . 
.., . :~ . , ' : : . . . .  , 
• . .  .. 
ADVERTISEMENT IS , RIG:HT, 
"WRIT[ .= ... • ., 
Advertiseis have to adhere to a strict : USE THIS COUPON TO REGISTER YOUR COMP IN 
set of rules cal led the Canadian Code ~ I ~  ~ ~ ~ i  m ~ ~ .~,  ~ 
of Advert is ing,Standards.  It's there to 
protect Consumers from unacceptable ,, I Advertiser: :" . . :  " : '  r'..'.:: * r .  :':/ ,, i "  ~. I 
advertising and, as its 'name suggests, 
to keep advertising standards high. • Product or Service: ' .. ' . .:i.: '. ,. '." ' / . ' ' , 
If you. see or  hear  an ad which you I Whem it appeared: WI-1 Newspaperl-1 RadioE:] MagazlneD E~F[2  I 
feel is misleading or inaccurate, you l Outdoor [] Direct Mall [ ]  ' Other (Specily) ," " ii. : • .... i; . !~  , '  ' • 
can do something about it. Send  th is  I Name :dS=~t  : r  Pub:|dl,tion: , ' . : ' rqL  . I~: : . ; "  I 
c o u p o n  to  us  with a c o p y  o f  the  • • Date a yourPPea : ' ' ' "  , , ' : ' ~ ' ' ; . ; : " ,  : ': : I ' I 
advertisement, or details of the . •  Please descdbe problem or complaint: ": ' . '  ~ . .  ',~ ".-,~ • 
cOmmerc ia l .  Your  complaint will be 
sisted ,nvestigat~lin ma taining a and you will positive have as- adver- • -  (u,  ~=m ~me,, nem,..,,y ^ t=d, ~ny rB,,V~ ma~,, ~m'  ~ ' 'dV ' *~ '~ ' ; , ;  • --m 
tieing 
• : i - .
environment,, ~ . . . . . . . .  , , :-. , . . ~,. 
: Province: ' . " PoslslCode: . :  , .,'Phone: , .~ .  : 
, a m  (~,o :  ~,e.,~,o~,,o s~,~,  c~ om.c., P.o. eox a0~. v ~ .  e.c.v.m ? x s ) I I I  
• m m / m a r e  m m l i E i  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  J . . . . . . . .  i f _  
Transoctions 
" I I  
'Jamie Allen collected a
get a good look 
Cuba is .expectedr  to  an-  
':;~ About 25 countries "nounce it's decision today. 
:boycotted the 1976 Man* 
treal Olympics after a Miller.noted that politics 
rugby teani from New 'has intruded on the 
• Zealand played against a Olympics for more than 50 -- 
. South African . team. years.. 
• i 
'Ibe Canadian Football defenee. I . ,:: . 1. II 
League team was forced to Although the University. ~ ' " ~' " : ..... ' v " -~  "=J.~" ' . r 
Loc=l Spo = Shorts hold its afternoon practice of Nevada graduate was in the' rain, but coach Don involved in web over half ' i 
Matthews said,. "Today the plays, Matthews said 
was the best one-on-one Jenkins hadn't been 
drills with the receivers singled out for any special ' ' ,. i :T . . . . .  I ' i  . . . .  
against the defensive attention. • . . . . . .  " , 
A two-run double and a Dukes 7-6 and Las Vegas 
grand .slam home run by Stars defeated Tucson 
Chris Clark knocked in six Taros 9-5. Hawaii was 
runs to power Edmonton rained out at Vancouver, 
.Trappers to a 10-6 Pacific and Tacoma was rained 
Coast / League baseball out at Portland. 
Victory over Sal t  Lake Clark also scored a run 
• :Gulls Tuesday night, and swatted a triple to -8-4 In thelr men% slo.pltch game Tuesday 
; In other games, Phoenix round out his effort in Salt 
Giants beat AlbuquerqueLaKe City: l 
PCL roundup. 
Takhar  Ol ler 's  runner  Darcy  Ma l le t t  was out 
_ on this close p layer  f i rs t  base as SKB 's in f ie ld  
turns  a nice double p lay.  SKB beat the Oi lers 
i 
; I t  
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HAGAR the HORRIBLE 
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I 
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ANIMAL CRAKER 
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-Information that slips out 
now reminds you that It is not 
wise .to broadcast your ac- 
"s° l, ~-xo ~,~- ~ ' /~ tivities, especially in business. 
• (Apr. 20toMay20) 
by Roger  Bol len 
~ ) - ,... " ~1"~-,.~ 
SHOE by  Jeff MACNel Iy  
i'( '., ,. ,,~ ..... 
You consider a businesa 
• +partnership. +The cost of 
~ooinli~ng may strain your 
budget, Still, you'll enjoy 
yourself with otbers. 
GEMINI w ~  Z~ Nymph 
(May 21to June20) ~r~ pursuer 
Play your cards close to the Z4 Sunday seats 
.che~ in business and there ~Swabthe " 
will be gains. Downplay ego in 
;career, discussions. Stick to 
thepoint. 
c cm 
(June o.1 to July 22) 
In-laws play a role. in your. 
lifetoday. News comes from a 
dlstont friend. Cultural ae- 
fiviUes stimulate you to in- 
telleet.ual ccomplishment. 
LEO 
Though " f inanc ia l  
doveloi~menis are in yeur 
fav0r, L there may be an 
awkward moment with an ac- 
quaintonce about money. 
(Aug. ~ toSept. 22) 
Make plans for a lunch date 
with a romantic interest. Part- 
nersh ip  a f fa i r s  are  
h/gldightod. You're effective 
in stating ideas. 
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) 
Increased etermination br- 
ings sucres to dieters. On the 
job you seem. inspired and are 
able to express your Ideas .ef- 
fect/vely. 
BROOM-HILDA by  Russe l l .Myers  (Oct. 23 toNov. 21) 
• You're in the mood to call m 
ACRO~ 41 Bender DOWN 
1 Baseball's 43 Plnbell 1 Oaths 
"Blue bonus Z Lemtl of 
~ Oneoftlw 47 Chondst's teanls 
Trunmns milieu 3 Computer 
9 Bankroll 43 PCOl spert input 
12 Ellipse 51 " - -  Night" 4 Warnings 
13 "The Red" (Presley hit) 5 Pleads 
14 -- Maria 5~ Desserts $ Time period 
.11i Noted D.C. 53 Spring 7 Use a stool 
hotel flower 8 Aroma 
1'/-- Pan Alley 54 Hitch 9 Decisive 
18 Catches .+ 55 Bendttod defeat 
18 Impoverished 5~ Oldgas 10 Eager 
Infinitive station 11 Refuse 
word name 16 Old auto 
OR ~ MO~ ~NAR~ the shots ,in romance, but 
• some'compromise I  in order. 
LD I'LL HAVE F.NOU{d4 Heart-to-heart talks abet hat- 
MAKE A PILLOW I monyaRerdark., , , .  
(Nov. 22toDee. 21)" ~" ~'P" 




32 Pub brew 
33 Lubricate ~ ~ 1 
M Price extra 
Actor Hudson 
38 Noted math- 
enmt/c~n 
40 Mathratio " 
1~ !2 3 








Avg. solution time: 22 min. 
~IEIN~MPlA SUAIFIEIRI 
~lBlOILn I IRII<ml~IAIDIEI 
~IOIL D I=IAtCIEmAICIEISI 
~N E E R sm I tNISIEIRITI 
~K~TmNIEIEIC 
=IAIDII®IEVWmTIRIOIPiEI 
Answer to yesterday'~ puzzle. 






































50 Derek movie 
45 46 
, pealing to the eye s~nd may get X PH UPHI 'G  VWCYKHT XPHLCQHG LM 
rid of some clutter. Common 
sense dictates changos~: . ~. ULLZQMV WCH PWKI  YWZHT.  
CAPRICORN , .~t - - -~  
I 
(Dec, 22toJan.19). y J~ . l~  Yesterday's Cryptequlp - INDICTED CHAIRMAN OF 
Creatively,: you're charged FRUITGROWERS' GROUP WAS IMPEACHED. 
,,~: ~. TodafsCryptoqulpclue: UequaisC; . • ., ::,:with new. Ideas. Don't, waste ~.... ' .... 
inspirations, Make,thamost it ,?Jlu:+A'oe Cryptdqfil~ lk"~ +~l~lp| e. Sll~titt/,OU dphe r in'which P~I~..., 
,~ ....... :.~ ~.,your..lalents/Make important...:.,/,letter used stands for anotherJlf you think that X equals O,.It 
calls. , • will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short wor(m, 
"AQUARIUS ~_~ and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
the AMAZING SPIDERMAN by Start Leo (Jan.20toFeb. 18) . . .~_ . . - . .  vowels. S0nution ~a~mp~ed by trial and error. 
Fimmcial gains uccrue, but 
AWAREd~ ~r~l lN  rCI~IMING TO B P - ~ ~  r WAIT HeR~ / Z WANT ~ | ~.~'Cd~//~P~ ~ATeR. . .  ~. ¥~.Jl~ CI~'LI/~y "~ J yOU need to watch frivolous 
. .~'/ . ' .~A~'~S.,  /~,~l;,eR-eaAN ~i~! ; . I  ~~___ J~ i i l~t ,~. . . z , )  , e~. ,~. ,vw. . . , . , , ,  spending. Consult withotbers 
S~/~'YHA~ N  l,~Agee Hm A i 4::~E~:~ " ~ ~ eON NA ~AVe YA / I before making major put- : 
~ ~ ~  ~I~~-~~"~ ~i ~ ~  chases. ~ HEATHCL IFF  
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) ~ ;  .~ I . "  
) . -+ , -+- - , .  
yOU're a hit in your social cir- 
cle. Acuity of perception br- 
ings ~tghts. 
• YOU BORN TODAY are an 
advmiced thinker whose work 
~ ~ j ~ l  ueua]ly is ahead of it~ time. 
You have an ability to bounce : 
back from adversity. Indeed, 
"defeat" is not a word found in 
• your vocabulary. Your work 
B.C. by  Johnny Hart shoum always re~eet your 
ideals, or else you become 
' • temperamental. You dislike I~I4AT ~; "~ ~~~ ~f~3~-'~ f'-1"l~ TA~I [~,l~llqB.~s IS  tsking orders and belong in ~ " 
WIT~I"~ '[ ~ ~ ~ ~IL I I~  ] some inde~ndent line of . "  
• * 
HE LOo~r TWO POUND~."  
• ~tence corner 
r : . .  _ ~ / TMs question is off the 
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE ' bv  - Lynn Johnston w~,l, but Vd r~ly "'e ~ ; 
an answer .  A f r iend  tp ld  ' ' 
me that cold ,water 
mo.  , , - - , " ®  • 
. "qnickly' than hot" water I I I r lu l I lU l  ' : .. 
• and that  hot" water . . . . .  ~ . . " . 
, ,  ~, freezes faster than cold • 
.~ • ' :" water.Any truth to these " . . . .  " , 
9 
statementS.From Out Th re l  ask d Dr.-- OddjeromeBall . .... • ~[ : .  ~ . / _ ]  
i ~ ~, Wlesner, chancellor of 
Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology, to help 
me with my response. 
After all, why not go to 
9.4  ,p the top. The Top said a 
i i ~ .problem of Such extraor- 
' dlnary, dimensions 
• Should behandled by an 
I ~ ' .... expert, so he tui-ned me 
" I} : over to .John W. Deutch, 
' dean of science• 
l~utch said, "Neither 
, statement Istrue." He 
the WIZARD of ID . by  Brant Parker and' Johnny  Hart then added, '.'The Impor- 
tant thing to Illustrate 
. . . .  for your readers Is that 
chemists can still teach, 
f something to physicists, 
H even distinguished ones 
I WAHT H V/t ~ L ~err,,o A lm ~ I= llkeJerryWlesner." 
' I f  a wolfian sleeps on I 
r-'/i(,~ I~VN ~ her back; w/ll she devel- 
IN THt~ y .op a broad behind -- like 
secretaries or phone 
!,i.i;.-,'i!. ~ ~ i  ~ ! ~  operators who sit all the 
. . . . . . .  , , ; , , , , ' - :  ~9'.' : The onswer is .o - u.- '• ~;;,That,'sthe'third time you've 
© m..,~.,c~=:;:.~,...,m*., ~ .,.. , ,;.,. , ' sundaesleSs Sh lneatSher sleep.h°t'ledge. . . ,. ~.,- "" ': ' -no :k ' - J x~- : r .  ,:,~ - -e .  co f fee . "  
P 
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ter beati gs ,I s /at  n " eave : 
:." " W N EG -- It:w. agai',at hor speuses. They want the 
rS after I rene was beaten, by her charges dropped and feel pressured into proceeding with, 
" the Case; . ' :  
lain,=e" Irene decided to gO to the " In  effect, the court beo)mes an oppressor rather than" 
' " a protector," MacDonald said. 
P officer came to Irene's i~ome in Judge inn • Dubiermki says statistics compiled since, 
dked with her husband, who she Penner dl/'eeted police to lay charges in all such eases 
f inda lmn to abuse her n~5. show "that the problem of wife abuse does not have 
) Change to' please him. ' :. neceesarily he dealt with in the courts." " I 
laid. " 
's visit put her husband Into "one 
led to the worst heating of her 11- 
Idren to:a relaHve's home and 
roe weeks while her pride and 
:ed her down and, out of fear, she 
din. 
~e and her children fled by bus to 
ght help, welfare, separation and 
md to court where she was given 
the children with her husband 
eess of getting the divorce. 
) toll her story to a reporter after 
~dges and defence lawyers that 
0y of prosecuting wife-beaters is 
[ctims, families and the judielal 
z~yer Jim MacDonald said last 
~eral Roland Penner's policy of 
ns el' men who mistreat their 
'but the result has so far been 
ave found that most victims are 
The courts "are probably helfl, g improperly used i~ 
many eases," said Dublenski, a senior provincial eour~ 
judge. 
In many cases, where the parties seem to have reached 
a reconciliation, the. Crown stays the charges, with at 
least one judge ~aying such people are "abusing thi~ 
public services ot the police, the Crown and the courts. ~ 
• Irene sees it differently. 
She feels many men who beat their spouses are n~.t 
aware that they are doing wrong. Only by being taken tO 
court will they real|ze that society does not accept suc.h 
conduct. ~. 
CHANGE LIVES 
If the police had charged her husband after th~ 
Christmas incident four years ago, things might havle 
been different in their lives, she said. 
"He might have realized what he was doing." : 
It also would have made her realize that the proble~ 
was not of her making, but his. 
• "By charging him, society is telling him he h~[s don~ 
something wrong.That is something he could never 
understand if it came from me." :' 
Irene has an ally in the Manitoba Committee on Wig 
Abuse which says that even if the crackdown isn't 
working perfectly yet, it's worth the effort. 
Committee vice-president Victoria Lehman sai.c~ 
eliminating wife abuse is a long-term goal,.and "to scrali 
the idea because ~ve're having some isolated problems 
. will only let husbands end up getting away." 
, v,,..., charge. Israeli terroristS. 
Yes, it's true, we goofed in Tuesday's paper (left) and Pierre Bravo (right) were JERUSALEM (AP) -- Police filed charges today' attacks against Arabs. incluciing the attack on th~ 
by saying that the Elks raft was the I rly Bird prepared to swim across the finish line if ranging from murder to membership.in a hostile Hebron Islamic College last July in which three studentp 
raft, which it really isn't, Th is  Is the I rly Bird necessary .  Beh ind  them are Steve Forrest organization against 25 Israells suspected of belonging to were killed and 33 wounded, and attacks on Palestiniai) 
raft and it finished last and we aplogize to the (right) and Simon Cammanzola (hidden), a Jewish underground group that waged a campaign of" mayors. • 
crew of the Elks raft for their "apparent" and manning the tiller is Ed Mendes, " terror against West Bank Palestinians. The only detainee named thus far is a prominent set i
poor finish, Bow paddlers Marco Bravo Six lsraells were accused of premeditated murder in tlement leader, Rabbi Moshe Levinger. 
the 1983 machine-gun and grenade attack that killed The conservative daffy newspaper Msariv reporte~ 
~, three students and wounded 33 others at Hebron's today that the Israelis who planted the car bombs that Strikes drain economy L ~ - Is lamiccal lege. crippled two West Bank Palestinian mayors in I980 a l~ Eleven were accused of attempted murder in a 19~0 planned to attack four other Palestiniun leaders in 
• plot against pro~ninent West Bank political leaders, in- revenge for the murder of six Israeli settlers In Hebron. 
Cluding ear bombings that maimed two Palest nian Maariv said its report was based on jailhouse in:!. 
FRANKFURT (AP) - -  Strikes, lockouts and assembly. However; a district leader in the IG Metall union, ~.rnst " mayors, terviews with some of the suspects. • 
The others were accused of stealing weapons from the .. . "~ 
line shutdowns prompted by union demanda for a 33-hour Eisenmann, said he wasn't "particularly opt imist!c" Israeli army" and of membership in a hostile ' . '  
work weekhaveidled250,000workersanddrained about a qalck end to the dlspute.' - Season imap,red' 
hundreds of millions of dollars from the West German Chancellor Helmut Kohl and his pro,busidess Con- organization. . 
The suspects were brought from a nearby jail to hear . 
economy, servative government say a shorter work week without the charges read In Jerusalem District Court. Under the VANCOUVER (CP) - -  Record rainfall and a ~aturated: 
The conflict, in its 10th day today, has halted pay cuts could ruin West Germany's export-oriented Israeli system, formalcourt charges await the next court North American market are adding up to a ctisastrous~ prodacflon at the Mereedes-Benz, Audi, BMW, Opel and economy. " • 
appearance, set for May 31. season this year for British Columbia strawberry: Porsche car factories, and disrupted assembly lines at One-third of the'country's jobs depend on exports, and The Justice Ministry gave reporters an abridged growers. ' i 
IBM, Bosch, Triumph-Adler and other major automakers have put non.strikersout of work by shutting version that deleted the suspects' names, in keeping with Continuous rain has caused severe root-rot problems,: 
metalworking enterprises in southern and central West down operations they say were left short of parts by the a court ban on publishing the names. 
Germany • . , strikes. : . "All 25 will he "charged next week when the trial compounding the already high winter crop damage, said~ 
thatThe250,000metalwmdustrYor kers wereempl°yerSoff the jobaSS°clati°nTuesday timatedmstrlkes. . ' MEANSunemplMOREoymen t JOBSis running' at  a countrywide . . . . . .  rate of 9.1 starts, ' Justnce . . .  Mmnstry Y~tzhak Femherg" re saidt a" cused" Untnl" StrawberryC°rnelius 'P nner,Growers As ociation.Secretary of the 210-member: 
k ts wi • , today they were only arrested. They we no c . and loc ou , th thousands more threatened with t ,, . HeexpectsyieldstobedownbyasmuchasS0percent: , per can. Union leaders say a 35-hour work week would . . . . .  , Now they have been accused . . . . . . .  layoffs this week . . . . . . .  if the dispute lsn t resolved., mean jobs:~,orone millson of West Germany s 2.3 illlon ,.~, ~ . . . . .  • • . ....... " 4ram last year, when : eight million kilograms of; 
W~-l"ns wan* * . . . .  • n,,o * ,  . . . .  r , , , , , ,  * * , ,  ,~_* ,  . . . . . . . .  I ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  n~ .. ~ .Some~£~the suspee~ yere smgnng, buLg_lh~,.~!Iooked strawberries wet@ har~ve~ted. . . . . . .  - r'q ' ~ 
~,~V ~,tk~7,t'~,~,~'~Y~'~,,~,,~,~'~'~'~,~'~-~"~'~ ' -  P. Y~ ,':. ',~ ..' :':~"" '~: • • . .  ~ ' . "~O . .~ ld t ] le i r  fac~s from photograp l lb~of lce  
.? . . . . .  ,~ ,~7.."~. ~ .. ~,',:  ~ . . . . . . . . .  , .... ~ ~'L. ~, ~. -~'~": / J~np oyer argue mac ~ne..snorter,weex woma, t~0st "hrn,~h~ them in a bus from, a nearby tail to the court in But despite the loss of production, Penner also expects 
mere say me cnange woma ue an economic mssater labor costs b 14 to I r - '--~" . . . . . . . . . . .  • • y , 8 pe cent, pricing West Germany out Arab East Jerusalem. ' .- - . prices could he down by as much as 45 cents a kilogram 
because of a glut of berries on the market from a bump~. Daimler-Benz, builder of Mereedes vehicles, of the competitive xport market, PRIVATE SESSION . crop last year in Oregon, increased planting in Califor- 
calculated its losses Tuesday at $230 million - -  2,200 cars High-level talks were scheduled Thursday In Stuttgart 
and 600 trueim daily, between the metal industry employers' association and 
ESTIMATES LOSSES the IG M etail, which claims to have 2.5 million members. 
"Industry-wide production losses 'for today alone Labor Minister Norhert Bluem has said that if one 
amount to 250 million marks ($92.5 million U.S.),!' an million workers went on strike for a month, the public 
employers' association spokesman, Weroer Risk, told treasury would lose $1.4 billion in revenue. 
The Associated Press by telephone from Cologne on Theleft-wing opposition Social Democrats.and the anti- 
Tuesday. establishment Greens are strong supporters of the 
The chief of West Germany's Central Bank, Karl Otto shorter work week. 
PoeM, said t~at if the labor dispute ends soon; the Voli/swagen, the country's largest automaker, said 
country could still achieve the government's predicted Tuesday it had enough parts to continue producing 5,000 
growth of the gross national product by three to 3.5 per cars daily through early next week. 
cent. Ford, a U.S. subsidiary, plannedt o keep producing 
There could still be more "satisfactory economic 2,500 cars daily at its Cologne plant for the next several 
growth," Pochl said, adding that improved outlooks for days, a spokesman said. 
corporate profit and earnings brightened prospects for" IG Metail union has a fund for strikers but cannot pay 
West Germany's recovery from a long recession, benefits to workers idled by lockouts or layoffs. 
Mondale 
Walter Mondale, increasingly optimistic down the 
home stretch of his race for the U.S. Democratic 
presidential nomination, is attacking chief rival Gary 
Hart while Jesse Jackson talks about challenging party 
rules at the San Francisco convention. 
Hart scored a psychological gain Tuesday by easily 
winning over Mondale in Idaho's presidential preference 
primary, a contest with no delegates at stake. 
Mandale predicted he will have enough delegates to 
secure the Democratic nomination by noon June 6, the 
day after the climactic round of primaries in California, 
New Jersey and three other states. 
"About noon; 12 o'elock; Jane 6, It :59," Mondale said 
while in West Virginia. "That's firm." ' 
Mondale, who once was a picture of caution before each 
primary, has been growing more optimistic as the final 
round of primaries come closer. He predicted victory in 
California, New Jersey and West Virginia. 
There are 486 delegates at stake on the final primary 
day in California, New Jersey, West Virginia, New 
Mexico and South Dakota. Mondale needs about 300 more 
delegates to have the 1,967 needed to claim nomination. 
PLAYING 'HOOKEY' 
Mundale was in minds today after a tour of West 
Virginia. He accused Hart of playing "hockey" when 
Congress passed the original bill to'clean up toxic waste 
dunlps and called on him to repudiate support for the 
. . . .  nuclear arms which Mondale build-down proposal on 
says isn't compatible with the nuclear freeze he .backs. 
But while Mondale kept up the.attack, Hart mentioned 
the former vice.president not once during a long eam- 
potgn swing through Colorado and New Mexico. 
Hart, in a speech in Grand Junctions Colo., Tuosda~, 
called for broad reforms of the u.s. voting system to 
sharply increase the number.0f Ameri~ndi~h0 go to the 
polls. Aides said hel plann~:.'lZOr~ ~e~on ,the 
economy, military ~!~nn and'~e('~nVl~nntenL ' 
Hart ealled~:|O~:~kier vot~ reglsttatien:; 'liolding 
elections on SuKda~a or .per.haps/PA-hourvotin.g, and 
public financing Oteongredsionai candidates mrougn 
voluntary taxpayer checkoffs uch as the one now used 
for presidential campaigns. 
Jackson planned to take today off in Washington, 
where he met Tuesday with the Democratic National 
Committee chairman, Charles Monatt, to demand more 
challenges Hart 
"We're going to challenge that arrangement in San 
Francisco," he said. "Likewise, we shah appeal to that 
convention and to the rules and credent als committees, 
the idea of one-person, one-vote." 
Manatt pledged to continue to ask state party chairmen 
to allot a few more delegates to Jackson but otherwise 
turned aside his complainls. However, the party chief 
said Jackson's ideas for changing the rules may have 
some merit --  for 1~8 and beyond. 
In Washington, the latest federal campaign reports 
showed Hart outspent Mandale in April. 
Mondale ralsad$1,066,074 and spent $3.5 million as he 
scored some of his biggest primary victories in New York 
and Pennsylvania. Mondale owed almost $1.8 million on 
April 30, and had spent about $15 million since he started 
campaigning last year. 
Hart took in $1.49 million in April and spent $318 miliian. 
His campaign, which was almost $3.5 million in debt at 
the end of April, has spent $9.2 million overall. 
Cedillos speaks 
At the request of defeoce lawyer ~.David Botem, Ju~e 
Ychuda Weiss told reporters b leave thezoom during the 
-. ;;0-minute session. 
Police began rounding up the suspects April 27 after 
foiling d plot to blow up five Arab.owned buses in 
Jerusalem. . 
Israeli news reports havelinked the group to a string of 
convention delegates. 
& 
nia, and bigger experts from Mexico. 
Helmut Sawatsky, president of the 280.member B.(~:! 
Raspberry Growers Association, said the raspberry crop! 
also will be hard hit. i 
The rain has delayed the season by at least two weeks, !
he said. "We should be in the middle of the blooming: 
season and they haven't started yet." 
. ,  
TERRACE-- Jose Pedro Cedillas, the Canadian 
representative ofthe Spanish Revolutionary Democratic - 
Front (FDR), the diplomatic and political arn~ of the 
revolutionary opposition to the U.S.-backed milliary 
government of El Salvador, will be in Terrace tonight to 
give a presentation on a number of subjects. 
Cedillos will show a 30 minute film entitled "In the ~ 
Name of Democracy", and will held discussions In 
analyzing the recent elections in El Sal~,adur, explaining 
the new proposals of the FDR~for a negotiated settlement 
to the conflict in El Salvador, and appealing for financial 
support for medical old to women and children in the 
lil~eratedzones. 
He will be meeting with resldents In Terracetonight 
(Wednesday) at 7:30 p.m. at the Carpenter's Hlal, 3312 
Sparks Street. 
The meeting in. Kiltmat will occur at the Kildala 
Elementary School Library on Thursday, May 24, at 7:30 
p.m. 
The Prince Rupert meeting will occur on Friday, May 














































WEDNESDAY -. 5 p.m.- 2 a.m. 
5 6 7 9 12 
The KiNG 5 "rill Mister Norlh 
Jetfo;lont News con't Rogers Arn:rlCl 
WlnSdey Con'S First Business Intro~uclog 
Can't Can't NlWS Report BiolOgy 
i 
HlWl NBC After MacNell" Buslnott ,. 
Hour Nightly News MASH . Lehrsr Manoglmon 
Can't TOp . Skeono Can't Homo 
Can't Story Journel Can't Garnanlr 
T.J. ' Entert0ifl, rntlrtalnmlnt Audubon Vtadlcal 
Hooker Tonight Tonight Lift Anthropology 
Can't Tic TK  Love Wild Can't 
Can't Do~Jgh Connection Anlmels Can't 
The Reel "the In World'- 
Fall Peoplo Fifth Concert at 
GUY 'Con'f " EstatO at War 
Con'S Can't Con't 'ftle . .  Can't 
St. The FICII ! Three's Met Flexible 
Elsewhere of Life Company Can't Reading 
Can't Double Oh Can't Understond 
Can't Trouble Modellne Can't Behavior 
Knight St. The ~ Wlldlfo " 
Rider Elsewhere I Nat one Troyera on One 
Caon~t Con*t The Cm'f Aplculture 
~Oflrt ¢OIYt Journal Con'l 
CTV Newt, KING S Night Corl*t 
News News FinFI Can't 
Hour The ThrH's Mystory 
Final , Tonight CompenY Con'S 
The Show Barney Can't 
Late Can't Miller Can't 
;how Late Lotenlght 
Hight with America 
CoIYt David Can't 
COlYt Letftrmen Co~t 
Can't Can't Loto 
Can't Con'S Movie 
THURSDAY - 8a,m..- 
8:= c.... :!$ Morning A.M. 
Amerlcl Can't 
Con'S Con't 
9 :~ ~0.Mloute Kar l ln ' l  
WorkOUt YOgi 
:dis The Edge Wllot~l 









Do Ta¢ Can't 
ao TaC Con', ~: 
Telelounrla Can't - 
Regional Can't 
L I  Can't 
Telolournal Can't 










Le Temps The 
d'Uno Pays tlunger 
Retlets Can't 













Topey Film Fill Morning 
Show Jimmy News 
NeWS Sw~ggert /Water 
Can't 100 Rogers 
Good i Nvl~ley ~klNml Fables of th~ 
Company Streot Street G. Forest 
Can't Can't Can't Story 
Can't Frlet~ly Can't 
DefllhUe CenNIon T r ~  ¢l l l l rs '  
Con'S klllNIII IfNlmflwI alllc ~pholcn 
Can't ' Mr. Stories UfldQretond 
Can't I~'euup Up ¢INe Behavior 
Hot $#1~imo Self Inc. V~OgB 
Pofofo Street Art CheSt Coil'S 
SelrCh for C~'t Art Express ' 6uslnetl 
Tomorrow Can't Human M~oglmef l t  
Oiyl  All Wily In Forlls-Mol 
of My !tll World? salut 
Our ChllMen RIHIng World Bualnm 
Lives Can't Rainbow Summit 
i 
Scllmcs C l l l l r , i  
A~oth~world CBCNews Give and Tlht Choice 
¢(xl't Teke Zoo. Zoo, Zoo SUINf 
Can't 30 On I1~ Level MMkMIng 
The Wok with N~tlnSe Math 
at Can't 
the A~l l r~l  
Oilou Ant~mlmOogy ' 
Co~'t Con,t 
Con', i Co~'t 
Yon Con Go to' 
Cook 141'11 
a 
Se~ms Guttm Tog 
Street Wi t  Geh~ 
Can't Reed Along 













ko Point Flreblrd 
lU F lmlnlr  2015 
OIVX Enflniu Con;t 
In Afrlqua Can't 









10:  " ,oy. :11 Can't DovldSOn Loving I~flnltlon 
Can't Can't 




12: :  " "" 
:1S My NeW~ 
ChllcWon Hour 
, Con'l Can't 
One Ano~or 
:15 Lift WOrld 
, .=  to Can't 
• ' Live Con'S 
WANT8 RULES CHANGED 
"The rules have had a negative impact upon our 
campaign," Jackson told reporters after the,~sassion. 
"That's why, with about 21 per cent of t he~ .l~.pmur vote, 
we have only nine per cent of the delegatei, we want our 
share of delegates." ! ' ' 
• Jackson said failure to meet his dem~ds would mean 
a fight at the cen ventlofi" in'Sd~ Francisco. 
 z and lear.. I 





Hnxpiftt HO~.?II N~ltch Y~I 
Can'| C~t'l ¢orYt Yoursllf 
Wonlllfl Tho BrelklWly The 
tO DOn Can't Young 
Woman Harron Can't Imd the 
Con'f Shay Can't Restless 
Live FontNy People's Smurts 
ef 4 island Court Can't 
Con't Cewt Newscope O~e Dey 
C~ft COWl ¢on'l et I Time * 
Jour Rides 
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asslstanse wlth household 
management and dally 
living activities to aged, 
hand icapped,  con. 
vale,cents,, chronically III, 
etc. 4530 Lakelse Ave. 




Education Ass'n. Is 
concerned wlt~ upholdlng 
the right to lied of the 
Innocent from conception to 
natural death. Active end 
support ing members 
welcome. Phone Roberta 
635-7749 or Mark at 635-5841. 
. (ppd.301une-~.) 
CANADIAN PARENTS for 
French (Terrace Chapter) 
Monthly meeting Is hold 
every last Wednesday of 
every mocth at 8:00 P.m. at 
the Kltl K'Shon staffroom. 
For more Information call 
Cathy at 635.2151 or Sue at 
635-4691. 
(ppdS.29[une) 
KSAN HOUSE Is" 
available to women and 
children who have been 
physically or mentally 
ebusad. If you need a 
safe temporary refuge 
call the HELP fine 635. 
6447. (ppd.apri130.84) 
THE TERRACE Foster 
Parents Association meets 
the fourth Tuesday of each 
mbrlth at Northwest 
Conlmunlty College. We ere 
a support group for foster 
parents. If you would like to 





Sundays, 7.10pro 638.1362. 
(ppd-Nov84) 
WE WANT YOU to come 
and Join us, a family 
orientated group, with 
family and adult activities. 
We are • local support 
group; offering friendship, 
companlonship, and help if 
we can to tamllles who are 
only one parent. Come and 
Loin us lhe One Parent 
Families Association of 
Canada. For. Information 
phone Boa 635.3238 or :Judy 
638-1935 Or write Box 372 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2B5. 
(ppcl-13juI84) 
PARENT'S.I N.CRISIS A 
FOOD FOR THOUGHT 
Soup Kitchen --  We provida 
free soup to those In need; 
this service Is provided by 
"volunteers who are 
unemployed. Donations of 
food and money are needed 
to maintain this service. 




• TERRACE WOMEN'S 
RESOURCE CENTRE 
Drop.In centre; support 
service for women; 
Information; * referral; 
lendlnR library; bookstore, 
counse l l ing;  support 
groups. 
4542 Park Avenue; 
open 12,4 p.m. weekdays 
63e.o2n ; 
(ppd-7mo-3OMar 64) 
ALANON ' MEET INGs  
Monday.at Mills Memorial 
Hospltah at 8pm Phone 
Isabel 635-9359 or Gloria 635. 
5546. 
(ppd-23mar84) 
self.help group for parents, 
seeking to change.. 
destructive patlerns of. EVERY THURSDAY at .7 
chllcl-rearlng. Weekly 
meetings. Telephone crisis 
fine . 635.5566 or wried to 
P.O. Box 494 Terrace, B.C. 
(pp~-201une) 
UNEMPLOYMENT ~. INCHES AWAY CLUB 
ACTION CENTRE - -  We meets every Tuesday at 
are a non.government 6:45 p.m. In the Skeena 
agency that provld.ee advice Health Unit. For In. 
and counselling to the 
unemployed. Our services 
ere free. If you need help 
wi th  Unemployment 
Insurance pi'oblems or 














' Secrecl Heei't Church 
: 4830 Straume , 
.. " ' .. ,'.:, ~".i .'. :'.' ~ ' 
(Women's Closed) 
~lospltal Psych Unit 
Thursday-r g:30'p.m. 
, L 
THE FORMER Terrace THE TERRACE KIt. 
Cenfonnlal Hockey players sumkalum Salmonld 
wouldllketohaveareunion Enhancement Society is 
In'Terrace Aug. 24"& 25, acceptlng'applloatlons for 
formation,call Jnenne 635. 1984. Anyone interested or the posltlon~ project 
7742'o'r Kathy 638.0497. knowing addresses ~: .of. manager o f  Deep Creek 
(ppd6.31aug) 
PROGRAMME CADRE.  
FRANCAIS I.e Mlnlstsre 
cb L'Educatlon offre eux 
• Francophones de Terrace 
un education en Franoals. 
Pour Informafl0n: J.Y. 
Paul 635.9527 L. Tremblay 
63,5.4832. 
" ' (pl:4iun) 
VOLUNTEER HOMES 
NEEDED Interculture 
Canada, an !nternaflonel 
nen.pr0flt organization, .is 
looking for a volunteer 
family who would like to  
host an exchange student 
for the'1984.85 school year. 
YOU can dlscover Japan, 
Germany, France and 
many Latin American 
countries by hosting one of 
the 180 students who will 
come to Canada to learn 
former players, p!ea~e Hatchery. Applications, 
contact Wanda Falrle~s ~ including ~ ell relevant 
635.6011, Mar!lyn Dah1635. experle'nce In fish. culture 
2052. and copies, of supporting 
(nc3.25mey) documents should be 
forwarded to box 21 V8G 
A REPRESENTATIVE of '  4A2 Terrace, B.C. b~ere 
E I S a I vador :  s June 10. For further In- 
Revolutionary Democratic formetl0n contact D. Webb 
Front wi l l  talk about  ,635:5405 or J. Morgan635. 
proposals" for a negotiated' 9277. 
settlement and show e f i lm , (10-41un) 
Wed. Ma~, 23rd, 7:30 p.m. 
• Carpenters Hall, and also 
in the Library Arts. Room 
at noon. Everyone 
welcome. 
, (nc.23may) 
80b i tuodeB 
WANT 'TO-- 
--makeextra money 
:--meet nice people 
--work. flexible hours 
• -get,' free professional 
sales training 
AVON IS FOR YOU 
Call Karen collect a t  
~-7810.  
(p10.26may) 
MCDONAGH JEAN 22 For 
I i)EX 
I Community Services 28 services " 
2 Comlns Events 34 Slluatlons Wanted 49 ; 
3 Notices 211 TV & Stereo 50 Homes for Sale 
4 Informalion Wsnted 29 Musical Instruments ' Sl Homes Wanted 
5 Births 30 Furnl lure & Appliances • $2 Property for Sale 
6 Engagements 31 Pall, 53 Property Wanted 
7 Marriages 32 Livestock 54 Buslneso Property 
S Obi lulr les 33 For Sale MiScellaneous S5 Business Opportunity 
9 Cord ot T,anks 35 Swap & Trade 56 . Motorcycles 
10 In Memorium 311 MiSCellaneous Wanted $7 Automobiles 
!1 Au¢lions 39 Morlnl~ . M"  Trucks & Vans 
12 G, arobe Sae 40 Eqdipm|rj~ .~ , ~ , Mobilo Homes . . . .  . 
13 ' Personal , , ,~ ,~,  41 . .Me~ll lnory ~ " ; ' " Recrebtlonaf Vehil;les ' 
14 BuslnesSP~rSonal - ,~ '~, .~r  4.1~•,"" I=or~ Rent Mlecellofieous f~.~. i  ~lr.rJ~al.tl i,L.[l'~;i,: ,i~.~ 
IS FoOhd " ~ .  " ' ~ ~ ' , ;~c"  '~  ;' Property for Rent '  64 Financial. 
f6 Lost '* "~!  ~ ~ 45 ' ~.~.Room & Board ' 611 Le'gal ' . . . . .  ~ ' ; "  '; ::i 
19 Help Wanted 47 Suiles for Rent 69 . T.endors 
~,1 For.HIr..~. 46 .Homes for Rent 
(Closed) 
Hospital Psych Unit 
p.m. In the Hospital Pysch FrldeY--8:30p.m. 
Unit there is a movie on (Open) 
Kermade Frlendsh!p Centre 
Alcohol and Drugs. ,. . ;,~.:3313Kalum.... 
• Everyone welcome. ' . , 
(ppd.14may) Saturday--8:3Op.m. 
(Open) 
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Engl!sh and finish their 
high school. For further 
Information call Lisa 




A FREE Introductory 
Horseshoe Clinic will be 
held Sunday, June 3rd at Sandy of Vernon, Ron Earl 
6:30 p.m. at Skeenavlew and wife Marl lyn of 
Lodge (northeast corner at Terrace, sister.In.law Pat 
Sparks anti Hal!lwell). For Tlschinskl and husband of 
more Information ca l l  Surrey,• Ursula Earl of 
Terrace Parks & Terrace and step.father 
Recreation Department - Fred Vandenemster o f  
638.1174. (nc:liun) Haney, aunts, uncles,. 
MARIE (Earl)  passed Hire 
away suddenly In R ich -~ I.; 
mond, B.C. on May 19, WE ARE 2 e . . . . .  
1984 Surv lv -  - " . nlnuslastic • eo oy ner sen . . . . . . . . .  for unlverslty students• 
~Vl:hgte r ~US.D~:~I e W~/;  Environmental studies and 
an~ u ~n', ,n ,;:~u n,,h ,,s psychology; majors with 
. . . . .  " " "  . . . . . . . .  var l~  - " • : eO WOrK experience - 
Kamloops, son Bill Jr. at versatile de.-.m "-:,fÈ -..,,~ 
home daunkl,,- n, , . l~-F ,~,  , i~ ;  ,~=:. ,m, ,= . .  
, ~. :~ , , . . .  , . .u . . ; , , s ;  . ev  J a leble now Phone 630 Lanl  at home, brothers R-" " " 
Ken •Earl and wife VI of .zoo. 
Haney, Bob Earl and wife (ps.23ma~l 
"Air T ICKETED 
JOURNEYMAN 
ELECTRICIAN 
No lobs to small, all jobs 
cons idered.  Very  





20 words or lass $2,00 per insertion. Over 20 
words 5 cants per word. 3 or more con~cutive 
insertions 11.50 per insertion. 
REFUNDS 
First insertion oharged for whether ruff or not. 
Absolutely no refunds afler.ad h is  been set. 
CORRECTIONS 
Muet be made before second' insertion. 






RMeS available upon request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED RATE 
3"/ cents per agate line. Minimum charge SO.00 
per insertion. 
LEGAL • POLITICAL ares TRANSIENT AO- 
VERTiSlNG 
3/ cents per line, 
BUSINESS PERSONALS 
IS.00 Per line bar month. On a minimum four 
month basis, 
'COMING EVENTS 
For Non..Proflt OrgonJlstions. Maximum S days 
insertion prior to event for no charge. Mu l l  be 15 
word ier  I l l s  typed, and subm tied to our office• 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY 
Noon two days prior tO publication day. 
C'LASSIPIEO 
I1:00 a.m. on cloy previous to day of publication 
Monday tO Friday. 
ALL  CLASSIFIED CASH WITH OEDER olhtr 
th in  BUSINESSES WITH AN ESTAILISHEO 
ACCOUNT. 
~ 'V lC l  OI~IYII of IS.N on I l l  N.S.F. cheqoes. 
WEDDING DJSCRIPTIONS 
NO chsrgo provided nlN~ tubmltted within one" 
month. 
kS  31~, TerrKe,  I .C,  Home I~ll lvory 
vgG 414 PMne ~S.40B¢ 
• CLASSI FI ED AN'NOiJNCEME NTS 
Notices 6.~0' 
Births,  6.00 
Engabements 6.g0 
Marriages , 6.g0 
Obituaries 6.00 
Card of Thanks 6.00 
In Mem0rlum 6.(]0 
pver 60 words, S cents each additional word, ' 
PHONE 635.6357 - -  Classified AdverliSlng 
Department, 
SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
Single Copy Effective October I ,  1910 2~ 
By Carrier mth. $3.50 
By Carrier year 30.00 
By Mai l  3 mlhs. 25.00 
By Mai l  6 mlhs, 35.00 
By Mal l  I yr.'58,00 
Senior Cffizen : ' I yr. 30.00" 
British Commonwealth and United States ol 
America I yr. 65.00 
The Hero~d reserves ihe right to classify ads 
under appropriate headings and to set rates 
lflerefore and to determine Page Ionoti0n. 
The Herald reserves the right to revise, edit. 
classify or reject any advertisement and ' t0  
retain any answers directed Io the Herald Box 
Reply Service end to repay the customer the sum 
paid for the advertisement and box rental, 
Box replies on "Hold'" instructions not picked up 
within 1OdaysoI expiry of an advertisemenl wi l l  
be pestroved unless mail ing instructions are 
received, Those answering Box Numbers are 
requested not to send originals of documents to 
avoid loss, Al l  claims of errors in adverfisemonts 
must be received by the publisher within 30 days 
alter the first publication, 
It IS agreed hy the advertiser requeoting space 
that the llabl i ty O the Herald in the event of 
failure tO publish an' sdvertisement or in the 
event Of on error appearing In *,he :dvcrfis~monl 
6S VUOllShed shall be l imited to the amount paid 
by the advertiser for only one incorrent Insertion 
for the portion of the advertising space Occupied 
b~ the incorrect or omitted item only, and that 
there shall be no l iabil ity to any extent greater 
then the amount paid for such advertising, 
Advertisements must comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights ACt which pmhlblts any 
advertising that discriminates against any 
person because of his race, religion, set, color, 
notionality, ancestry or place of origin, or 
because his ago is between 44 and 6S years, 
unless the condition is justified by a bona fide 





Classified Mail.in Form 
Your Ad . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
, •• .• . . .  . . . . .  . . .  •• . ,  , . . . , . , , , . , , , , . , , . ,o .~,  
• ,~ , , , , • .  • • .  •• . . ,  •• .  ,.,•..~...,•,•,,,.,,..,,.,,~,•• • , , , . , , . , , , . . , . , ,  
Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Address ............................... 
Town . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Phone No. of Days.  . . . . . . . .  
Classification ................................... Send ad along with 
20 words or less: $2 per day 
$4.50 for three consecutive days 
$6 for four consecutive days 
$7.50 for f ive consecutive days 
chequeor money order to: 
DALLY HERALD 





:,:~.,. ~.~ ,. ~635-3)711~: r , ,~ 












NORTHWEST ALCOHOL & 
DRUG COUNSELLING 
639-8117 












VOCAT leNA L SU P PO RT 




JUDe CLUBS For Jonlor 7- 
14 Years. Ju~Jifsu for adult. 
For more Information cell 
635-9316 and 635-9556. 
(p3-30may) 
PROGRESSIVE CON. 
SERVATIVE Association of 
Skeena. Information 
Memberships. Phone 638. 
1206. 
(Pe.31aug~l) 
ARE YOU PREGNANT 
worried, thinking of an  
ahorflon? We at Birthright 
would like to offer you our 
support and friendship. 
, Free confidential 
pregnancy tests available. 
Tllllcum Building 4721 Suite 
20 ! Lemlle. Ave• Office! 
hours Men. to FrL from 9Gin 
to 11sm Saturday 9am to 
lpm Phone 6,15.3907 anytime 
(ppcl,lunel~l) ~
SEXUAL ASSAULT HELP 
LINE ~S.4042 A 24hr. line 
br support and Information 
for victims of sexual 
assault; Office "local(on: 
No,2,3~s ,! Kdlum Street, 
Opec 9.4, Mon.Frl. 
(l:~d-aorl120-1M) 
PLEASE SUPPORT 
. THE .TERRACE Figure 
Skating Club wi l l  be 
I'mfding~L~nnvqi• G.eoe/'~et 
, Meeting,on May 28th at 
7:30 p.m. In the Terrace 
Public Library basement. 
Etsctlon of officers will 
tekeplace. All Interested In 
this club ere urged to at. 
tend. 
(nc-28may) 
IMAGES OF RIBBON N 
BLUES all native fashion 
show and dinner will be 
hold in conjunction with 
the Kermodo Friendship 
Socloty's annual general 
meeting lobe held at 3313 
Kalum St. on 2 June 1984, 
starting at 3p.m. 
Now members are 
welcome and election for 
the board of directors will 
also be taking place. 
Please phone 635.4906 for 
further Information. 
~ (nc-61un) 
LADIES AUXIL IARY 
Branch 13 Royal Canadlon 
Legion Terrace annual 
spring smorgasbord. 
Sunday May 27th 4:00 p•m. 
at ~he Loglon. 
(nc.4.2Smay) 
BIRTHRIGHT TEA & 
Musical evening. BIr. 
thrlght warmly invlte~; 
everyone to the tea and 
musical evening on 
Monday 28 of May from 
7pro to 9:3Opm on the 
Public Health Unit, 
Mult.ipurpose Room, on 
Kalum. St., Admission: 
baby gift, diapers, 
maternity clothes or 
"financial donation. 
(nc-26may) 
DANCE REVUE M 9th 
annual performance by the 
Vlckl "Parvlalnon Dance 
Students. May 2Sth at 8pro 
at R.E.M. Lee Theatre. 
Tickets available from the 
students and Sight and 
Sound or phone 635-2142 
and 635.2421. Pr!ces are 
adults $4, students over 12 
~,,  children and sanlor 
citizens $2. Donations from 
the proceeds go to the,  
R.E.M. Lee Theatre Fund. 
Come and enjoy en 
evening of entertainment 
to# the whole family. 
(nc.25may) 
A D INNER BANQUET 
will be held on Sot. May 26 
at the Sandmen Inn. 
Starting et 7pm. For 
tickets and or more in. 
formation please contact 
Steve Ross 630-842e; Roger 
Gibbs 635-5373; Something 
GOod Book Store 63S.3e03. 
• A warm welcnme and open 
Invitation to all presented 




nephews, nieces and many 
friends In Richmond, ~ F INISHING CAR-I 
Honolulu, Vancouver and |PENTRY Ronevetions| 
Terrace. Memorla.I ser- II &'~ :odditlens, • ~J~ur.| 
vices Thursdoy,-May24~at , 1 ; f i~ /n~ .~.~Ver~.6/d'~- ' | 
3:00 p.m; in.the chapel of | Ra~k' $12.00 per *hour.| 
the Richmond Funeral |Phone~B.1931. (p2O.| 
Home, 8420 Camble Rd•, | llune) | 
Richmond. Reverend Tom 








5:00pm to 9:00pm 
Tues. to Friday 
1:00pro to S:00pm 
Sunday 
(Special rates • to 
unemployed) 









TOTAL BUSINESS SER- 
VICES 24 hr. Answering 
Service, "l'yplng, Paging, 
• Photocopying Alarm 











D .L .G .  PORTER 
CHARTERED AC-  
COUNTANT,  Trustee .In 
bankruptcy, receiver, 
l i qu idator .  209-4650 
Lszelle Ave., P.O. Box 
888, Terrace, B.C. VSG 
4R2. 638.0361, 635-5702. 
(p20.28may) . 





OPENING for 1 
waitress. Pert-time, 
evening shift. Must be 
experienced. Also 
required, 1 part-time 
cleaner (Potontlal for 
ful l .t ime). For ap- 
pointment call Manuel 
et 635.7750, between 
10am-2pm. 
' ~ : " (acc10.4iun) 
: I 
F 
MUSIC BY NIGHTHAWK 
Country, Graffiti, M.O.R., 
available for bookings. 





RECEPT IONIST- -  
CLERK-TYPIST requires 
permanent part - t ime 
position. Responsible'and 





BRAND SPANKING NEW 
3 pc• solid oak wall unit• 
Contains glass display 
cabinets, cupboards, 
drawers and open shelves• 
($2,964.00 value) $2300 
Phone 635-2554 between 





STANDING AT STUD 
BE RAZTUS '2 
1970 Q.H. Staillon 
Reztus is a ROM Race 
Producer and Multiple 
Show ROM and Youth 
ROM Produce r. Sire of 7 




Jim & ~lleen.Shortal~: ',. 
Smltl~rs 8,17.3168 *
(p20.elun) 
FOR SALE"  eee-0flful 
purebred :cats. Phone 635' 
3353 after 6pro• 
' (l~-2Smey) 
I 
• 33 For Sole 
mlgCelloneous 
-: " la  fl • 
CEDAR ~HAKES- -~' |  
No.1 resown, i'ed cedar| 
aSS per ~•;~ 24" No.2l 




33 For Sole 
miBcelioneous 
HAWKE S EAFOODS 
Spoc.lallzlng. In fresh 
Poctrewns. Inseason cod, 
opus, snails, halibut 
and shrimp. Fresh Red 
Snapper. 1928 Bobslen 
Cres. 
(p20-TJun) 
FOR SALE-- Dishwasher, 
kitchen Cabinets, ther. 
mostat controled wood 
heater, oll furnace, 
electric hot water tank. 
Phone 635.4034. 
(sff.51un) 
i i i 
38 Wonted * 
miscellaneous 
I I 
WANTED"  For men's 
gospel quartet, baritone 
singer. Must be able to 
sight read music. 63S.5612 




22 ' "  RIVERBOAT 
Flbreglass over styrofoam 
and wood frame, With 3 
stage Hamilton Jet end 3.,=0 






Track Loader• Grapple, 
bucket & winch. Call 635. 
9577 days 635-785O nights. 
.... Ford*'aN"L'TractoP $1,000. 
19(~ IH 10yd. Gravel Truck 
~,000. * . . . . . . .  : : 
(pa.25may) 
FOR SALE-- 1976 John 
Deere Backhoe $10. Phone 
635.5347. 
(p10.24may) 
43 For Rent 
misc; 
FOR RENT-- Cement 




ONE BEDROOM suite, 
west side of duplex. One 
block from swimming 
pool. Phone 638.1048. 
(p3.25may) 
WOODGREEN 
APARTMENTS-. 1, 2 and 3 
bedroom apartments. 
Downtown locality. 
Complete with dishwasher, 
flraplace, frldge; stove and 
drapes. Undercover 





Two bedroom suite 
available 










DELUXE*  ONE 
BEDROOM apartments. 
..Clgse..to town• Complete 
With ,Stove, frldge and 
carpet, Phone 638.1168 
days ~ i6,15.9080 & 638.1533 
everdn0:, 
........ ~: :;=r,, (accffn-16may) 
ONE BEDROOM & 
bache lor  su i tes .  
Available Immediately. 
Frldge& stove Included. - 
Sauna & recreation 
room. 635:9023 or 635. 
5189 to view. 
,, (p20-23moyC 
BEDROOM & ono. two 
bedroom duplex Suite .for 
rent• In town. Frldge and 
stovei carpets. No pets• 









c~rpellng off street 
perk ing ,  secur i ty  
system. 





ONE & TWO BEDROOM 
Apts. Good:rates. Caii 
manager any time for 
a~polntment to view. Phons 
635.4547. 






1, 2, and 3 bedroom 
suites available. 
Spacious & clean. 
Extras Include: Heat, 
hot  water, laundry 
fscllltles, storage locker. 
& perking. References 
reqMred as of Feb. 144. 
Pless~ phone 635.5224. 
• (acc251an.tfn) 
54; 6~I~:  ~: :,-.59.r::moblle-- 
, Pfopertg -komes  
FOR RENT--  5,000 sq, 
if, retail store: Located 
corner of Lakelse & 
Emerson . best show 
windows In town-  for 
h/rther lnf()rmati-on 
phone . 635.5333 • during 
business hoprs . . . .  
(acc4.aprll.ffn) 
BY OWNER commercl.al 
property on Hwy. access. 2 
large lots• & 2100 sq. ft. 
building will consider any 
reasonable trade and will 
finance up to half. Phone 







ALE- -  E~tabllshec. | 
i an l to r la l  buslnes. | 
p resent ly  gross ln|  | 
$100,000  annua l ly  • 
Flnanc|al statements 
available. Operations 
Inc lude  vend ing  
machines. Reply to Box 
1405 c.o Terrace. 
Kltlmat Dally. Herald, 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VBG 4B4. 
(p20-25may)i 
48 Homes  
m fO ~ Rent 
' . Automobiles 
3 BEDROOM • house In 
town. .F r ldge ,  stove, ] 
washeranddryer. Nopets. 1970 BUICK SPECIAL 
References required, Also Deluxe. Good engine, fires 
2 bedroom trailer. No gets. are like new. For parts 
References required. $275. 1971 Da~untorparts, 
Phone 638.1366. good engine 0300. Phone 
(p10-24may) 635.7427. 
(sff) 
4 BEDROOM house with  
basement.; In down town 1978 MONTE CARLO 2 
area. No pets. References door hardtop, ~305 motor, 
required. $500 month, auto., AM.FM ~ stereo, 
Phone ~5.9292 or 635-7935. winter.summer fires, good 
• (pS-25may) condition. Call 849.5784 
3 BEDROOM upper duplex after 4pro. 
- 1100 sq. ft. Frldge & stove (P1°'31may) 
included;Carport.  One 1981 MAZDA RX7 GS, 
block from Westend Store. Excellent condition. 26,000 
.Available J unel 1st. $450 ~ miles, AM.FM .radio, 40 
No pets. Phone 635326~. i miles. $9,900. Phone 635. 
(pS.23may) 3400. 
Xp4.95may) 
3 BEDROOM house for 
rent. Stove & frldge Inc. , 
Available June 1-84. Phone "58  
Trucks 635-9418. 
(pS-23may) V (~ n 8 
3 BEDROOM townhouse. ~ 
Avallable June Ist. Close 1981 MAZDA P.U.- Short 
to downtown. References box sports truck. 5 speed. 
requlred. Phone 635.9593 or' AM-FM cossette. $4,900. 
635.7592. Phone 63~.3400. 
(p3-25may) (p4.25may) 
m 
5 0  H@.i11~l 1979 JEEP CHEROKEE' 
4x4, automatic, radio 
fat Sole $2,6oo. Call 638.1879 after 
r 6pm. 
(p10.24may) 
FOR SALE BY OWNER- -  
A small 3 bedroom house MUST SELL.-- 1980 Ford 
with a fireplace and lots of F150 4x4, 6 cyl. short box, 
trees In the ysrd. Close t~ new fires, canopy, roof 
town and schools. Asking rack, excellent condition. 
$59,500. Phone 638.1639. Asking $7,200. Phone 630: 
(stf-29may) 1919. 
(p1.0.25may) 
$ YEAR OLD home 3 
bedroom• References ~ FOR SALE-- 1978 
required. Phone 635.7530. 
After 5 p.m. weekdays. I G.M.C. Van. Bids only• I
Call Rod or Ann st 635. I 
, (p7-31msy) 2261 between 8:30 a.m. I 
5 BEDROOM home on 1/~ & 5:00 p.m. • I 
acre, on Skeena St. 2 ' (accl0.30may)| 
fireplaces, garden area, i" i 
bsrn,  sauna. Asking 
$87,500. Phone 635.2485 FOR SALE-- 1978 
after 5 p.m. G.M.C. Chev !/2 ton 
i (ph-23may) pickup. For b id  
Inquiries call Rod or 
4 BEDROOM house In Ann dt 635.2261 between 
1966 KNIGHT 
10'x40' plus addition But it happened 50 years 
- 10'x22', finished. Excellent ' ago to an unsuspecting 
cond i t ion .  $5,500 farm couple living inan  
~gotlable.. Phone 633.2421. isolated log farmhouse in  
(pg0:71un) :the Northern Ontario bush 
country. 
. . . . .  " : - on  May  28, '1934, E]zire 
FOR SALE-- New 14x70 Dioime, 25,. gave birth to 
mobile homes. Priced as 
low as $23,000. All trades quintuplets - -  five idea- 
considered. Phone 635.2907 tieal baby girls with a 
or 638;1396. cpmbined weight of only 13 
pounds, six ounces. 
(off) " The world developed an 
- The Harold, Wednesday, May 23, 199~, Page 9 
" . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . .  " 50 years  o ld  :: :uno nne ;  !:q utn I S  : n e ar  I.n, g • :. ,, . . - ,  _. • . ;. . .  ' . - •: . . . . .  • 
" " . . . . .  o~ide'"the;."Dioane 'ilbn : " ~ " ' ' their assets were valued at Rlvieres, que. 
$700,000, later peaking at • " Further studies and 
more than $1 miUinn, career plans kept them in Trailer :iEntrepreneurs smelling 
a Chance to make a fast 
buck appeared at  the 
Dionne doorstep romising 
riches. Within 48. hours, 
iOl!~d Dionne --  on the 
-advice of Daf0e and Father 
Daniel. Routhier,. the 
Corbeil parish priest - -  
signed acontract to exhibit 
the girls at the Chicago 
World's Fair. 




FOR SALE-- 1983i 
Yamaha Skldoo.: Bids I 
only. Call Rod or Ann at I 
635.2261 between 6:30 |
a.m.'& 5:00 p.m. l 
(accl0-30may) 
FOR SALE-- 1976 Ford 
Ranger One (1) Ton 
Supercab, ' VS Automatic, 
power steering, power 
~)rakes, new radial, tires 
(6) and 1976 Skipper 
Deluxe Camper - 111/2' long 
c.w fiberglass roof, marine 
toilet and shower, .hot 
~vater system, 3 wayfrJdge, 
4burner stove with oven 
and furnace. Bofhln eX. 
cellent condition'. S7,800 or 
best offer. Call 62.4-3623 
Prince Rupert. 
. (pS.28may) 
FOR SALE-- 10' travel 
trailer, frldge, stove, 
oven ,  bathroom,  
shower. ~ Pressurized 
water. Excellent con. 







'CP ' '~ The odds were' S7" " 'stra-iuing f°r a gllmpsel°e} ~/ : :b~l~Imts : :~  d 
mlllinn-to4 against i t :  :thebahies. 
teachers were hired to 
care for the girls. 
Even though Ollva and 
Elzire were allowed to visit 
whenever they wished, 
they" were left almost 
entirely out of docispone 
about how their daughters 
would be raised. 
Ollva Dionne eventually 
succeeded his father on the 
beard of guardians, but 
boycotted meetings in his 
which they collected upon the Montreal area, where 
their 21st birthday. 
The price was high, 
however. The youngsters 
lived a gol~ish-bowl 
existence, never leaving 
the nursery greeds until 
1939 when they travelled 
the 35~ ktlometres to 
Toronto with their family 
to be presented to King 
George VI and Queen 
Elizabeth. 
Yvonne and Cecile took 
nurses' training while 
Marie entered a convent 
and Annette studied music. 
EPILEPSY HIDDEN 
Stunning news came on 
Aug. 6,1954, when Emilie 
was found dead in her 
apartment at a convent, 
the victim of an epilepsy 
attack. Her illness had 




-.Forests: ;.'~. ~: • ':~ :~ : 
.*r. F6rtlSf ,SeygT~@.,,,'r ~-~!.. 
' ~ : NOTICE . " 
immediate love affair with 
thefive tiny wonders. The 
Dionne family would never 
be the same. 
To Elzire Dienne --  a 
"devout Roman Catholic 
who considered birth a 
blessing - - the birth of the 
quintuplets was not only a 
shock but an em- 
barrassment. '"They'll 
,think we are  pigs," She 
"said. 
For their father, Ollva, 
the birth of the first sur- 
viving quintuplets in 
medical history meant five 
more mouths to feed - -  
doubling the number of 
children in the family. 
EAGERLY "WELCOMED 
To the rest of the world, 
it wPs a miracle, an event • 
so incredible few believed 
'the initial news report 
flashed around the globe. 
"Once the birth was. con- 
finned, i however, the 
Dionue Quintuplets 
became one of the most 
sensational news events in 
history, eagerly welcomed 
during the worrisome, 
exc i tement -s tarved  
Depression years. 
Within hours of the home 
birth, reportersswarmed 
to the townof Callander on 
Lake Nipissing just south 
of North Bay, then con- 
verged on the' Dinnne 
homestead, located at 
Corbeil'a few kilometres 
east on High'ray 94. 
, One Chicago 
newspaperman brought a 
kerosene-heated incubator 
with h im to replace the 
wood-slatted basket kept 
by the stove to keep the' 
infants warm. Others 
started a drive to collect 
breast milk to feed the 
Quints, two of whom were 
• delivered by midwives, the 
last three ~by 1~ Allan 
:: Dafoe: of"Cdll~e'~ "  :~;,~t 
Hundreds of people sent 
,Regarding Examination •gifts to welcome Marie, 
for Licence to Scale Logs. Emilie, Cecile, Annette 
Examlnatlonf6r Iicence and Yvunne to the world. 
tO scale logs In the Interior The curious gathered 
will be held at Terrace. 
The examination will be 
Meanwhile,. inside the 
poorly lit cabin, the five 
tiny babies•and their 
mother were perilously 
close to death, oblivious to 
the hoopla they had 
initiated. 
Few, including Defoe, 
gave them even a slim 
chance of surviving mere 
than.a few days. Marie, the. 
smallest, weighed slightly 
more than one pound at 
birth. 
The. longer they lived, 
the greater the public 
'concern for their well- 
being. NewspaperS, trying 
• to satisfy fascinated 
• readers, published almost 
daily weight el/arts of the 
Quints. 
Defying all odds, the 
Quints survived to grow 
into adulthood. But they 
shared a childhood as  
bizarre as thei r  birth, 
losing any form Of fam!ly 
life and becoming'a public 
spectacle. 
Soon after signing the 
contract for the World's 
Fair, - Oliva Dienne, 
reacting to public criticism 
that labelled bim a money- 
hungry man seeking to 
exploit his brood, refused 
to go through with the deal. 
BOARD APPOINTED 
The damage was done, 
however. Two months 
after the births the Ontario 
government appointed a
board of guardians • 
protect the health and  
• interests of the girls. Two 
of the four guardians were 
Defoe and Ollvier Dlonne, 
the Quints' grandfather. 
h. Thus began the first of 
many contro'versles that 
have. haunted the Quints 
throughout their, lives. 
Responsible for their 
health, Dafoe was given 
near-co,plate control over 
the ~uint~He,'refused to 
allow ~ fiie/girls' to live in 
their family home or to 
play with their' other 
sisters. 
A.  hospital-nursery for 
bitter battle to regain Oliva Dionne's crusade 
custody of the Quints. It to regain control of his 
would be nine years before children slowly gained 
the family was reunited support from politicians 
under one roof. 
DRESSED ALIKE 
Meanwhile, the at- 
tractige dark-haired girls 
• were dressed in identical 
• outfits every day for public 
viewing. In the early 
years, nurses would hold 
them up from the nursery 
porch for all to see. Then in 
1937, the public was 
allowed to view them at 
play ithrough a tightly- 
woven, wire-mesh screen 
four times a day, free of 
chal'ge. 
The lineup of cars along 
the dirt road snaking into1 
the bush often stretched 
more than three 
kilometres. It is estimated 
• nearly three-million people 
visited .the Quints from 
1934 to 1943 --  as many as 
6,000 in asingle day. 
Oliva Dionne set up a 
souvenir shop across the 
road where he Signed 
autograpbs for 25 cents 
apiece. 
Politicians, movie stars 
and celebrities, from 
around the world made the 
long trip north or/Highway 
11 to see the Quints. The 
famed aviatrix, Amelia 
Earhart, who missed the 
regular showing because 
of car trouble, was given a 
pr!vate showing just a 
month before she disap- 
peared on her ill-fated 
• around-the-world flight. 
.BECAME INDUSTRY • 
Almost overnight the 
Quints became a multi- 
million-dollar industry, 
bringing an estimated $20 
million in tourist •revenue 
to Ontario in 1937 and 1958. 
They are still considered 
~ cornerstone of, the local (~ris{lndustry;'~ith the}r 
:.birth home now a museum. 
The quints amassed 
wealth of their own from 
. endorsements' and four. 
movie contracts. In 1938 
cPr° ::?d bY L" 'ca ' ' ~ Racial tensions increase 
Place:  Nor thwest  .. 
Community College, 
Terrace 
Date of Scaling Course: 
MBy 28 to June 1 Inclusive 
beginning at 8:30 ~a.m. 
Dste of Scaling Exam: 
June 6, 1984 
The course of Instruction 
BANFF, Alto. (CP) - -  
Racial tensions could 
increase becaus~ the 
ethnic populations in 
Canada's cities are 
swelling and becoming 
must be attended by  
persons currently holding 69 Teadem 
an "Appointment of Acting • 
Scaler". To these persons 
the examlnatlor~ Is free of 
charge. All other persons 
wi l l  be charged an  
examination fee of $40.00. PROPERTY FOR 
Application forms for the SALE BY TENDER 
examination (F.S. 87,1969) . The Br i t i sh  Co lumbia  Bu i ld ings  
must be completed and corporation (the "Corporation") 
' invites Tenders  to  Purchase  the  
available for presentation to,owing Land and Improvements. 
at the examination. These LOCATION: NO.7 Kitlopo Street, 
• K l t lmat .  B,C, 
may be obtained from the LEGAL DESCRIPTION: "Of IS, 
BlOck 205, O.L.  6033 and 6036, Range 
Horseshoe area. Large 6:30 a.m. and 5:~ p.m. 
sundeck, garage, large rec (acClO.30may) Acting Regional Manager 
room. Interested party Ministry of F~ests 
only. Price $81,500• Firm. (acc9.25may) 
6~.~49. '59  mob i le  (p10.24may) 
, Homes 
FOR SALE-- by owner. 3 
bedroom ful l  basement Sheriffs Sale 
house In Thornhelghts. No 1 9 7 9 ,  '1 4 ' x 7 0 Warrant of • execution 
against ~the goods of the agents. Asking $45,000. MEADOWBROOK 2 debtor. 
Phone 635.9043. bedroom 3 appliances, 
. . . ~ ' (pl0-4iun) ' deluxe, i kitchen , and I have seizedand willoffer 
" ' bathroom, ~f!r~lace. " In .  for sale by sealed bid all 
i, ' ' l i  sulated Ioey;p,hac k. metal the right title and Interest 
52 PmpertM " "' shed. SacHtl(~e price of in  the undernotsdgoods of 
$27,000. Pho~ ~635.1~691. Mr. Ion Murray., One.1975 
GMC Truck wl'th four for S~le : : i~, (p20.19iun) ,whee l  dr ive,  Serial , 11: ';rli', '~" . , ' 
:', No.TKY145150907Z 
WATERFRONT ............ , : FOR SALE--: 1966 l ( )x~ 
PROPERTY ~ ~ -;;-~, Twentieth Century mobile 
1 ' home with eddltlon fronting on lake, level . . . . . . .  ' 
I~* l ld t~,~ . l&~ . .  J . . . . .  .I] t-urnlsneo or unturnlshecl• 
. . . . . . .  .~ o,-,, ,~ ,u  a~.~.~:, Phone call 635 733~ treed, west side Lakelee " ' 
Instructors during the 
course or from any District 
Manager's Office. 
Persons wishing to at. 
tend the  course are 
req0ested to register by 
contacting one of the. 
following Ministry of 




and the public and'in 1941 
the Ontario government 
gave Dionne sole guar- 
dianship over the Quints. 
BUILT MANSION 
The government also 
announced it would build a 
$50,000, seven:bedroom 
brick home for the •entire 
Dionne family close to the 
nursery buildings. The 
family - -  now with 12 
children - -  moved into the 
Georgian mansion in' 1943 
and Dafoe resigned as the 
Quints' personal 
physician. 
Their fame continued to 
grow. 
During the Second World 
War, they rode their 
• bicycles on. stage at a 
victory bend rally at Maple 
Leaf Gardens in Toronto, 
delighting the crowd. 
But they suffered in- 
creasing tension at home 
with a family they didn' t 
public for almost adecade. 
Thousands of people 
filed past the coffin and 
sent condolences when 
Emilio was buried at 
Corbeil. 
The legend had ended, 
but not the controversy or 
the heartaches. 
At Christmas 1955, Oliva 
Dlonne issued a statement 
that the Quints ~ were 
turning away from the 
family and hadn't even 
sent a Christmas greeting. 
Three of the Quints 
arrived at the family home 
Dec. 30 that year for a brief 
visit, but the family was 
never again, close, 
especially after the sur- 
viving Quints told their 
story in a 1963 magazine 
article. 
• After suffering from 
depression for many 
years, Marie died in 1970 of 
fi blood clot on the brain. 
The three remaining 
Quints were reunited with 
their family at their 
father's funeral in 1979. 
(p20.1Slune) 
know well. Later, they Their ailing mother, now 
would call i t  "the saddest 75, still lives at Corbeil but 
inme we ever knew."l has little contact with 
Cecile, Yvoane and 
In, 1952 at age 18, the, Annette, who live quietly in 
enrolled at Nicolet College, the Montreal suburb of 
run by the Sisters of the Saint-Bruno-de-Montar- 
Assumption, near Trois ville. 
1973 13'X68' 3 BEDROOM 
mobile home. Fenced yard 
with 2 storage sheds. 
Appllences negotiable. Set- 
up & sklr~ed in ~l"errbce 
Trai ler CoUrt. ~Asklng 
$18,900. Opeh to ~ offers. 
Phone 635-3705. 
(p3-23msy) 
. i  
Lake. Phone 769-5933 or 
write: Homeowner, 2645 
Thacker Dr., Kelowna, 
B.C. V1Z IW5. 
. . . . .  (pl0.qun) 
LAKEFRONT 
PROPERTY on north end 
Lakelse Lake. Offers to 
$1B,S00• Phone 635.5990. 
(plO-29mey) ! 
TERMS OF SALE: Bids In 
writing marked "BID ON 
SHERIFF SALE" are to 
be submitted to the un. 
,derslgned by twelve 
o'clock noon., May 25, 1984. 
The goods may be viewed 
by  contacting the Sherlfts 
office In Terrace, B.C. 
Any bid may be relected. 
638.1111, 





S, C.D. P lan  35?9. 
DESCRIPT ION OF  " IM-  
PROVEMENTS:  S ing le  Fami ly  
Resldence compr le lng  1096 sq.  ft, 3 
bedrooms. Carport. Natural gas 
heat. 
LAND S IZE  (APPROXIMATE) :  
0.16 ac, 
All offers must be submlffed to 
'the office of the B011dlng Manager 
on its Offer to Purchase form In a 
sealed, clearly marked envelope, no 
later than 2 p.m. June 9, 1994 
together with a certified cheque 
payable to the Corporation i  the 
"amount of 10 per cent of the offer. 
This deposit shall be credited 
towards the purchase price If a 
tender la accepted. Those Offers to 
Purchase not received by 2 p.m. 
Juno 8,1964 shall not be considered. 
The highest or any bid will not 
necesosrlly be accepted. 
Separate Offer to Purchase forms 
may be obtained from the office of 
the Building Manager, British 
Columbia Buildings Corporation, 
~35 Kelth Avenue, Terrace, B.C., 
VSG 1K7 (TelePhone: 638.1191). 
For further Information, please 
contact MIKe Sampson I  Victoria t 
301q362. 
(acc3-24msy) 
more assertive, says 
David Collenette, minister 
of state for 
multiculturallsm. 
Collenette told a con- 
ference :'~n Canadian 
minorities Tuesday a 
backlash may occur 
hecause of a tear that 
people from ethnic 
minorities are competing 
for jobs during tough 
economic times. 
The minister, who will be 
announcing new anti- 
racism policies in two 
weeks, said the federal• 
government will• develop 
affirmative action 
programs for visible 
minorities. As well, i t will 
place higher percentages 
of minority group mem- 
bers on federal beards, 
commissions and sgen- 
cies. 
Collenette said Ottawa 
will encourage local and 
provincial governments o
deliver their services• with 
consideration for language 
barriers faced by im- 
migrants. 
He also sdid he hopes to 
start a "bureaucratic 
insurrection" among 
federal civil servants to 
counter the current fad 
among politicians to 
strengthen Special cultural 
programs for minorities. 
Multieultural programs 
are currently under the 
jurisdiction of the 
Secretary of State 
Department, although they 
have their own cabinet 
representative in 
Collenette. 
He said it would be a 
mistake to create a 
separate ministry for 
multiculturalism because 
it would "send the signal 
that ethnic concerns will 
be ghettoized." 
CellaRette said he would 
prefer to see ethnic groups 
gain influence in main. 
stream Canadian cultural 
institutions. 
If all cultural programs 
resided in one ministry, he 
said, ethnic groups might 
get more money from such 
mainstream agencies as 
the Canada Council, the 
National Film Board and 
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LOGS FOR SALE 
App l i ca t ion  5959 
Green Standing Timber 
Species: Hemlock,  Ba lsam,  Spruce 
and Lodgepole P ine Sawlogs 
Tota l  Vo lume:  65,000 m3 
Log Average:  2.2 m3 es t imate  
Locat ion:  TFL  1, Cutt ing Permi ts  25, 
32, 33, 35, 38, 65 
By:  
WESTAR T IMBER LTD. ,  
Ter race  Woodlands,  Operat ions,  
Box 3000, 
Terrace,  B.C. VaG 4C6 
' J .A.  Kester  
Phone:  (6(14)635.6580 
Te lex :  047.80542 
_ I I 
Now at affordable Rates 
~~~ One bedroom at $325 .o me.  
Two bedroom at 836000 me. 
- -A t t rac t ive ,  spacious, extra storage room 
- -Beaut i fu l  appliances, t i led showers 
- - Love ly  cupboards, double s.s. sinks 
- -Large  balconies with screened patio doors 
- - Lo ts  of park ing - recreation court  
- -Secur i ty ,  enter phones and deadbolts 
. - -Drapery  co.ordinated to w- -w carpets  
- -Wa lk ing  distance to down town 
- -Fami ly  or iented,  close to schools 
- -Hosp i ta l ,  convenience store, parks, 
car wash, al l  In  area 
-$3i0,N men In allowance fir Hay 1 - 31  
Professionally Managed 
by trained staff who respect 
and care for our tenants 
Telephone:  635-5968 
Property Stewards Western Ltd. 
. . . . . . . . .  : ...... 111"'11"1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i 
J rnr rs watc ^ ,-t hh De L orean;!;i oni vid eota  e dea l  ur  o Lo  ean . . . . .  ........ ....... ..... • , " ' ' : "  , • : . .,, , .  ' . . . .  ~ .. ,~ !..~ . ' . :  .: '-/.=;, ~:~1 '  ,~ i  I ~~: . : : .  " "i: ..:,i.i.:,." .;,~~:;~i • , ~ ~ ' ' ,  ~ : . .* , . , 
i ' ' ' * ' |  ! " " ' " " " " ' ' " ' * " • ad'n which the au~maker. . . . .  hears details of a cocaine deal Hoffman. responds: . . . .  .You re not going to be handling, The tape was barely audible, at points and jurors were. Hoffman,.an: admitted, rug smuggler "who I~ught his 
n declares, ~ wan¢ m an it. handling the proauct, glven~transcripts tofollow. ' freedom by reforming, was on the stand for the.thirdday. 
The fuzzy tape of a meeting between DeLorean and 
government informant James Timothy Hoffman was 
played as the prosecution unleashed a blitz of r~ordings 
it claims show the defendant's willi,g partieipatio'n i  
cocaine trafficking. 
The latest ape to be shown included DeLurean's claim 
he was supported by the terrorist Irish Republican Army. 
and his expressions of concern that he might be tied to the 
cocaine deal. " . . . . . . .  
'TIn rolying on you saying that there's no way of 
somewhere else and it's, and it's better circumstances, 
• I'd say do it," Hoffman tells the automaker. 
He tells DeLorean he must know now if he wants to go 
ahead. 
DeLorean responds: "Well, I want to proceed." 
DeLorean is heard adding: "I'm goingto' be a long " DeLorean, 59, a former General Motors executive, is He told jurors he was instructed by government agents to 
ways away, right." Chargedwlthconsplrlng to distribute $24 million Worth o f  make clear for the first time on tape that  he was 
• Hoffman is also heard giving DeLorean an. apparent cocaine to ra~lso the money he needed to keep his failing dlscuss~g drugs - -  in order to gather evidence against 
opportunity to back o u t . .  company afloat'. He could besentonced to up to 72 years • DeLorean.~ ' ~ ' " : : 
" I  want you to recognize that if you can get the money in Prison i f  convicted. • : :' Previously, the star ,prosecution witness said; hadid 
The tape played Tuesday, which the government views not record conversations in which drugs were directly 
Reagan gets briefing papers 
evidence' that some crime has occurred." 
The report, which said the Carter people provided 
"insufficient protection" for their materials, said in- 
vestigators believe the documents "likely were taken 
from the offices of the National Security Council," 
The report added "persons in the Reagan-Bush 
campaign organization engaged in organized efforts to 
obtain from the Carter administration and from the 
Cartor-Mondale campaign information and materials 
that were not publicly available. 
WASHINGTON (AP) --  A briefing book prepared for 
then-U.S. President Jimmy Carter rearhed Ronald 
Reagan's presidential campaign through William Casey, 
now director of the Central Intelligence Agency, a House 
of Representatives subcommittee concluded today. 
The book's use in helping Reagan prepare to debate 
with Carter is specific evidence of a federal crime, the 
subcommittee stated after a year-long investigation. 
The panel, which released a 2,400-page report 
recommending appointment of a special prosecutor, said 
it found "no evidence" that Reagan was involved himself 
in the unauthorized transfer of the briefing book and 
other Carter administration documents. 
The report said that the panel, faced with "not candid" 
statements by people from both the Reagan andCarter 
camps, was unable to discover who on the Carter ~ide 
provided the materials. 
RECEIVES PAPERS 
Baker, now White House chief of staff, told the sub- 
committee last year that he had received the debate 
papers from Casey. 
The report said the Democratic-controlled sub. 
committee does not agree with the Justice Department's 
"surprising conclusion" earlier this year that "any 
seeming inconsistencies (inwitness tatements) could be 
explained by di.fferences in recollection and in.' 
terpretation." 
Attorney General William French Smith said then that 
he did not feel available evidence warranted ap- 
peintment of a special prosecutor. 
But U.S. District Judge Harold Greene - -  in an order 
later stayed pending department appeals --ruled May 14 
that Smith should seek a special prosecutor. 
Earlier today, House of Representatives Speaker 
'rbomas O'Neill, who has said he doubted that Congress 
had the authority to conduct the briefing papers in- 
vesUgation, joined the eberus calling for a special 
prosecutor. 
The subcommittee said it also disagreed with the 
Justice Department's contention that there is "no 
specific, credible vidence of a federal crime." 
The report oday said "use of these materials by the 
Rea.gan-Bush campaign, is itself 'specific, credible 
Who is God? 
EDINBURGH, Scotland (AP) -- The Presbyterian 
Church of Scotland has brushed aside a study group's 
suggesti~m that God couldbe addressed as "Our Mother" 
instead of "Our Father." 
The group suggested God is not necessarily a male 
deity and that he characteristics attributed to God in the 
Bible resemble "everything that is best in the female 
way of being human." 
On Tuesday, the church's 1,600-delegate General 
Assembly voted to receive but not to discuss the report on 
The Motherhood of God, Prepared by the 11-member 
church group. A week-long annual conference in the 
Scottish capital opened Saturday. 
The seven-woman, four-man panel, including one 
female and three male clerics, represented the 76,O00- 
member Woman's Guild and the church's panel on 
doctrine. 
It was divided on whether "the Father of Our Lord 
Jesus Christ" could be addressed as "God Our Mother." 
A minority asserted that "although they acknowledge 
gratefully the motherly qualities of this Father, they 
believe that to call God 'Mother' would be illegitimate, 
and cause hurt." 
Anne Hepburn, the Woman's Guild national presideni, 
told the conference the report had not been "a discussion 
of the gender of God." 
She added: "Nor has anyone suggested atany time the 
need to depart from calling God 'Our Father.'" 
However, Hepburn said the panel had concluded 'the 
Bible contained "startling, vivid and beautiful terms 
drawn from the female xperience of life so that it may 
be appropriate odescribe God as a motherly Father." 
The panel was appointed at the annual meeting of the 
General Assembly in 1982, after the phrase "God Our 
Mother" was included in a prayer at an official meeting 
of the Woman's Guild that year. 
Several delegates at the conference suggested the 
report had been a waste of time and money. 
Movie debated 
LOS ANGELES (AP) - -  Indiana Jones and the Temple 
of Doom began its quest for box office glory today amid 
debate about its graphic violence, which some critics say 
should be off-limits for unaccompanied young viewers. 
Directed by Staves Spielborg and produced by George 
Lucas, it is the eagerly anticipated sequel to the 1982 
blockbuster Raiders of the Lost Ark. 
The film follows Jones, an Oriental sidekick and a 
spoiled blond beauty as they brave all sorts of horrors to 
rescue young children forced into slave labor and a 
sacred stone from the clutches of a bloodthirsty Indian 
cult. 
The violent scenes include a hair.raising sequence in 
which a man's heart is torn from his chest befqre he is 
lowered into a pit of boiling lava. That kind of action has 
prompted worries and some complaints about he effect 
on young viewers who will likely make up a large share of 
the film's audience. 
"It is almost guaranteed togive them any number of 
nightmares," said Associated ,Press critic Bob Thomas. 
Spielberg recently admitted he would be reluctant to 
take a lO-year-old to Indiana Jones, saying "I would 
rather that he see something else or wait tmtil he's 11." 
WARNING ATTACHED 
Paramount Pictures, which is distributing the film, has 
acknowledged such. concerns by printing a warning 
saying the movie may be "too intense for younger 
children." 
But Sidney Ganis, spokesman for Spielberg and Lucas, 
noted that "movies like this do not take place in the real 
world. It's magic and it's surreal, and --more important 
than anything else as far as we're concerned-- is that the 
violence is not street violence .... It's violence that's out 
there in another time and space. It's not violence that 
concerns us today." 
Exhibitors have already pledged more than $55 million 
in guarantees for Indiana Jones, assuring a handsome 
profit for the $27 million fantasy adventure despite arly 
reviews aying it is longer on action and violence than 
plpt and characterization. 
as its strongest piece of evidence, was of a meeting 
between DeLorean and Hoffmanat he L'Enfant Plaza 
Hotel in Washington, D.C. on Sept. 4, 1982. 
Hoffman speaks openly of "kilos" and "coke," and 
outlines the millions in profits likely to be realized from a 
drug transaction. 
Jurors also were shown a copy of a "flow chart" 
Hoffman prepared shelving how the mill ions will be 
divided between heroin and cocaine profits. 
mentioned. , 
DeLoreafi's lawyer, Howard Weitzman, said outside 
court that nowhere in the crucial tape does DeLorean 
mention drugs. 
" I f  you all think it's a crime to sit and listen to 
somebody else talk about a drug deal, you're wrong," he 
told reporters Crowded on the courthouse teps~ "There is 
no evidence that'DeLorean got involved in.a drug deal 
and there neve r Will be in this case. I' ~ ' .' 
business director 9 
"The subcommittee b lieves that this acceptance and 
use would have occurred only if the source or sources of 
the briefing materials were known and considered 
trustworthy." 
Shields dives 
NEW ORLEANS' (AP) -- ActressBrooke shields, 
taping a television comedy sketch.with Bob Hope at the 
World's Fair, dove into a pool while wearing a 
microphone and battery pack but escaped a potentially 
dangerous shock, an official said today. 
Shields, dressed as Becky Thatcher for a sketch about 
Tom Sawyer and Huckleberry Finn, was on a raft in the 
pool and started shivering after being soaked by a 
rainstorm, said fair spokesman Ken Kantor. 
The abtress decided itwould be warmer in the pool, so 
she removed a pair of army boots before diving in. Hope 
yelled, "Don't," but it Was too late to stop her, Rantor 
said. 
Jim Lipton, the show's executive producer, said after 
the incident Saturday that Shields could have received a 
"heavy shock" from the equipment. 
The program, celebrating Hope's 81st birthday May 29, 
will be broadcast Monday on NBC-TV. 
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listed doily in this Directory. 
FOR HIRE 
"  John nmre   510 Dacldm 
Water &sewer lines'trenching 
and much more 
. . . .  THOilliHILL EXCAYAfliiG 
635-5347 
dUldP  ROPE FOR 
o .oo . .o . .o  
I planninoa Holiday "but' having*a' I q~ 
, "p rob lem f ind ing  Competent  & Re l iab le  ~ . 
~ P E O P L E  i : ' TRYCare' OUR STANDARI} FEE B.C, HEART FOUNDATION 
out  . OF (~.00) PER DAY. 
o we also have other package rares , Sponsored by BRITISH 
, way Ruin a ~o~ ~olleay by worwlnoo COLUMBIA ~ ~' 
C:~nl lT : t f  end  ar range fo r  en  ap-  MEDICAL ~ I~ 
a denial from the Vatican, a Montreal PHONE 638-8402 ASSOCIATION i ~P 
businessmaninsists t really is Pope John Paul singing on ~ . . . . . . . . .  • . 
audio cassettes he's been selling in the Montr(~al rea; 
The cassettes, entitled John Paul II Sings, contain a
version of Ave Maria in Latin, and The Lord's Prayer in 
English, sung to orchestral accompaniment. !~:~. 
Vatican officials have denied the tape's authenticity 
after obtaining a copy from Quebec tourists. They said 
the Pope had never sung the selections on the cassette. 
But Rene Desantels, president of Desalco Ltd. of 
Points-Claire, Qua., which made about 400 tapes, insists 
they're genuine. The songs were recorded in Poland 
between 1969 and 1973 and, if the voice sounds different', 
it's because the Pope was younger then, he said. 
For each $4 cassette sold, $1 is sent to Poland to helP 
build a chapel near Krakow, Dosauteis aid. 
Although cattle roundups still go on in the West, two 13- 
year-old boys have proven cowboys don't need horses -  
just bicycles. 
Matthew Beach and Mike McDanlel of North Platte, 
Nab.; led a bicycle brigade that rounded up acal f  that 
somehow got loose on city streets. '" 
"We were riding down Sixth Street when we saw a Cow 
trotting down the street," said Beach, who went o report 
the cow to police while McDaniel and the other ' bicycle 
cowboys followed the heifer through the streets. 
MeDaniel, who has had herding experience on his 
grandparents' ranch, said, "We chased it through car 
lots and across a bunch of streets. We were trying to get 
cars to stop. They were pretty surprised to see a cow on 
the streets." 
A spur of the moment decision to get away from it all 
cost an Australian mother 12 days in a luxury liner's brig. 
Linda Cart had only intended to bid bun voyage to her 
sister-in-law ho was off on a two-week Pacific cruise on 
the liner Oriuna. But instead she stowed away on the 
ship. 
"It just happened," Carr said. "Everything. was get- 
ting me down and when I went aboard...  The ship looked 
so beautiful and relaxing that I just decided on the spur 
of the moment o stow away." 
Carr, a single mother, said she needed a break from 
her two children, who were "in good hands" While 
staying with her father-in.law. ~ 
Once the ship left port," Carr said she had second 
thoughts and turned herself in. But the ship was too far 
out to send her back and Carr found herself in the brig. 
She was handed over to Sydney police when the ship 
returned and fined $180. 
Tkne is running out in Anna I(,izotte's bid to prevent a
family of beavers in Timmius from being killed. 
LiZotte, 43, her hunbund,and daughter, and the Tim- 
rains Humane Society have been trying for two weeks to 
live-trap beavers in a city lake. 
The beavers, two adultu and four kits, were ordered 
killed b~, the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources after 
e animals caused extensive damage to pr ivate 
property. 
The ministry gave the animals a two-week reprieve to . 
allow Lizotte a chance to trap them. The deadline is 
Friday. 
If the ministry won't grant an extension, Ltsotte said 
"they'll have to cross over me to get to them." 
Lizotte captured the male adult last week. Once the 
female is caught, it will be taken to a lake about 20 
Idlometres north of Timmins to join its mate. Then the 
ledge will bo taken apart to get at the kits. 
The call went out to police in Macon, Go.: "Be on the 
lookout for three rabbits. 
"Rabbit number I is solid white with red eyes. Rabbit 
number 2 is tan. Rabbit number 3 is black with white 
spots. Last seen at 1640 Jeffersunville ]Road," the~ 
dispatcher said. 
The dispatch wasn't a joke. Russell Dart had 'had 
enough of people stealing his pets. 
Every pet Dart has had for the last two months has 
been snatched, said Macon Police Sgt. Henderson car, 
swell. So when Dart's bunnies vanished recently, he 
decided to bring in the law. 
1~4141 
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Complete Homec re 
Services 
- -YARDWORK - -PA INT ING 
- -HOUSESITT ING - -WINDOWS 
ALL  OTHER MISC. JOBS 
LOW & NEGOTIABLE RATES 
685-2587 or  685-3925 




MOBILE  HOMES 
on display in Pine Park ' 
set up, skirted, ready for occupancy , 
Energy Efficient & Affordable' 
3889 Mul l~r Ave, 635.9418 
Sapphire 
NOR-BURD Hal, DesI9 n R.V ,  REPA IRS  
/ ~ PARTS. NEW & USED :: | AI.L R V REPAIRS " For appo!ntment call L 
, . ; O J " . i' ~ Including Insurance Claims 638,1026 
L"~O~" 9 J  ' Sharon Cleve, Joan Prince-- Sandy Thomson 
STYLISTS 
4759 H ighway 16 Wea l  635-6882 
Ter rsce ,  B .C .  V8G fN3 . 635-6945 4844 Loen Ave. 
RB ELECTRONICS 
Sanyo, Fisher, Candle, .York, Toshiba, ;~'ii~:';:"'""~::"~:';:lY':;""'r":til~;"-=~:-" 
, Repairs to all makesof , ~ .. 
Stereos & T.V.'s ; -- : ' -  - .  - -~: : : - : -~-  "¢~ 
490e GRAHAM /,.oja n . . jp  ~ " ' '"~L. :~~, .~.~.~'  ~,,~:l-.." 
I . 
DAVID J, DEDILUKE 
BRITISH COLUMBIA LAND SUPVEYOR 
3305 KENNEY STREET. 
TEPRACE. B C V8G 3G3 '~ 
638-1449. 
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